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Travelers Advitory.Is
Still In Effect Today
Kentuckians awoke to near blizzard * Road Department is'in use in other • winds and flurries. , Major roads
covered with one to two inches of snow,
areas. Parker said all incoming airconditions today.
light- to moderate snow continued
secondary roads snow packed but
craft are being diverted to thefachicatr
over all the state except the extreme
passable with some drifting.
airport.
A strong low pressure center which
southeast where light rain was
Madisonville: Temperature nine,
has brought upward of a six inch snow
changing to snow.
about seven inches snow still snowing
cover in Western Kentucky and lesser
A travelers advisory remained in
with gusting winds causing drifting.
amounts in the east was moving rapids'
effect statewide today and police adMajor roads have driving__ lanes
to-the north-east. But behind it westerly • passible but passing lanes reporting
vised motorists to stay off the roads
to northwesterly winds at 15 to 30-miles
except for essential travel.
drifts of 12 to 18 inches. All roads snow
an hour caused blowirw snow and
and ice covered.
Cancellations due to snow were
drifting and these conditions were
numereils tqclaY,_pc' Included several
„ Henderson:: lempArature_ten. Snow
expt-ct‘d to -eCititinue. Temperatures
activities throughout the area.
accumulation seven to nine inches,
before,
dawn
ranged
from seven at
gusty winds, all major roads snow
School was closed in both the Murray
Paducah to 35 at Harlan..
City School System and the Calloway
covered and barely passable. SeconThe snow was expected to end in
County School System today, as roads
dary roads snow covered and drifting,
Western Kentucky this morning, in.the
remained treacherous, impossible to
almost impassable.
central portion this afternoon and in the
negotiate by school buses.
Bowling Green: Temperature .13.
east early tonight. The Weather Service
The winter snowstorm- damped five
Snow 'accumulation three' to four inat Louisville tailed the weekend storm
inches of snow on the area Sunday, and
ches, snowing heavy with gusty winds
one of the strongest in a -long time. . causing
another three inchesfell in the two-hour
drifting. All roads snow and ice
Schools were closed in many parts of
period between one a.m.and three a.m.
covered, major roads passable,
Kentucky and so were state offices in
today.
secqndaries alniost impassable.
Frankfort, a lot of faCtories " and
The girls basketball games between
Elizabethtown: Temperature tea.,
business firms.
Calloway High and Marshall County,at
Accumulation five to six inches:4
Forecasts
call
for
temperatures to
Marshall County, and between Murray
snowing heavy, all roads snow and ice
drop-to near zero tonight -wittrclearing
High and Paducah Tilglunin,' at
covered. Major roads-passable but
and
a
high
in
the
teens
Tuesday.
Some
Murray, have both been cancelled
gusty winds causing drifts, seCoridaries
warming was predicted after midweek
tonight.
-impassable.
almost
though the extended outlook-called for a
The basketball game between
Temperature - 14
Columbia:
chance
of
snow
again Wednesday.
Calloway County High and Cuba for
Accumulation "five to six inches, silo%
Highway crews were busy during the
Tuesday night has been cancelled, as
'heavy with gusty winds. All roads snow
night Scraping roads. State police said
well.
and ice covered. Major roads passable,
highwer-fafaiities-1.
- 4ere reported. -..seconclaires extremely slick
The January Bible Study at the Pirat
_and
_
'aptist'Church -has been 'Odlitt.ionedr` lale..-&now caused na-maior disamistiaa • _ _ ra—zardons.
air traffic at Louisville.
until Jan. 34-Feb. 2. The Murray
LaGrange: Temperature • nine.
The Weather Service said at
Alumni Chapter of SAI, scheduled
Accumulation five to' six'Inches on
some of the snow depths on the ground
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Larrie
roads and gusty winds. All.roads snow
inicantucky and nearby areas included , and ice covered:all barely passable. •Clark has been cancelled until further
Covington and Cape Gireardeau, Mo.,
„notice. •
(See Weather.Pagelki.
Both the Murray City Police and '12 inches; Huntinaton. W.Va.; 10; Louisville and Evansville, Ind., 9;
Calloway County Sheriffs'Department
Dyersburg, Tenn., 8; Fort Knox 7;
reported a quiet weekend, with only two
Paducah 6; Bowling • Green and
minor accidents reported in the city.
Lexington 5, Ft. Campbell 4, and
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
'London 3.
was closed today, due to foot-high snow
State Police before daylight issued
drifts on the runway. Airport Manager
the following report on Kentucky travel
Johnny Parktr said the airport was
conditions by districts:
closed because he does not hdve the
equipment to clearihe runway,and_the___ _ _Mayfield • _Temperature-nine, about—
seven inches snow accumulation, gusty
equipment of the Calloway County

Bartho
Named To
Presidency

Dr. Johr Bartholomy, vice-president
for univers ty services at Murray State
University, was named president of
WINTERY. SCENE—The early mornin& sun shinieg_through a snow covered evergreen left a sparkling glow on „the_
Drury College
at a
Callo:vay County area today; but the snow also caused hardships on motorists in the West Kentucky area. A winter
special meeting of the board of trustees' snowstorm dumped- five inches of snow on Murray Slinday, and another three inihes last night. according to local
Saturday.
weather obwrver John Scott. Murray and Calloway County schools were closed today, and the girls basketball game at
Dr. Bartholotny was named by
Murray High scheduled for tonight has been postponed, as well as many other activities in the area.
• *
unanimous vote to fill the vacancy left
suit Phalobv DAvid Hilt
by the death last July .of WilliarnE._
Everheart.
-The ntSth vict=pi 31 en
Tnorning that all the contractural
agreeinents•have not been finalized at
this time, but that he will assume the
presidency of the college on MatIch I
He added that his.wife and family %oil,
remain in Murray until the end of.the
EDDYVILLE, Ky. ( API — A coal- "With it, we can make it big, he
The , U.S.- Economic Development
school year, and then move, to
handling center could be created by a
said..Baccu.s said he expects coal to be
Administration says much of the coal
Springfield.
publiC 'barge iTerrninal to -be built on
Ti.om.the-Western Kentucky----the :lea-c14C Tor the proposed Lyon
Drury College is a private school with
Lake Barkley in Lyon County, in an
coal fields.
port, but , that a . lot of grain and
a total enrollment of around 1,900
area now largely devoted to tourism
limestone will be handled there as well.
The waterway is opposed .by enstudents in the day and night divisions
and recreation, a sponsor says.
vironmentalists and the _Louisville SI It is located near downtown Springfield
1-24, being built across Western
The_port will be less than 35 miles
Nashville Railroad Co., but $276 million •
am sad toleave so manyfriends in
--from the-heart of the Western Kentucky
worth of work- on the waterway has -- KentiaXy-,-svig tie-up with the-end-ofthe
.Murray," Dr. Bartbolomy said this
coar-ttelds. The Western - Kentucky
Western`Kentucky.-Parkway 'near the
beentbmpletedor is tinder contract. .
morning,
but the challenge of
_port site. On I-24,. between Eddyville
Parkway. that runs -through the coal
4e
hope
we
are
past
the
stage
of
a
assuming the presidency and the
and the Tennessee line, will be three
fields prsses to within a few thousand
stop order, but nothing can betaken for
leadership of Drury College is so
interchanges "serving som'e of Ken-.
feet of
port
granted,"
site.
said
a
spokesman
the
•
challenging that I feel I must accept."
tucky's best grain producing farms,"
The port will afford access to the $1.3 Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway
Bartholomy, 41, has been Murray's
said Baccus.
billion Tennessee-Tombigbee WaterAuthority.
•
vice-president for university services
way, scheduled for completion in 1985.
Charles BacCuss, chairman of the
since July, 1974. He joined Murray's
• A large linitAtone quarry in the area,
More than 18 million tons of coal are
Lyon
County Port Authority, the pqrt's
faculty in 1969 as in associate professor
which has limestone deposits. already
expected to move through the 253-mile
sponsor,
said
the
Lake
Barkley
terand Chairman of the special education
is talking about using our port," he
Tennessee-Tombigbee during its first
minal
could make it even without the
department.
said.
waterway.
year'. .
Previously', he had been at Ohio
University and Albion College, in
Albion, Mich., where he was director of
the school's speech clinic. Dr. Bartholomy has a ...bachelor's and a
master's degree from Western
Michigan University and a doctoratt
from Ohio University.
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Cold!
STEPPING HIGH—Although seldom used, snow covered steps at Scott Drug
downtown would hpre been hard to negotiate this morning, anyway, as the
entire area Was left with eight inchA of know today:Dolts and snowbanks
were even deeper, and many secondary roads in the county were impassable
today.
Staff Photo by David Hilt

Travelers advisory contliffted today
Snow gradually ending this morning
Cold and - windy With blowing and
drifting snow and slowly falling temperatures today. Decreasing cloudiness
and very cold tonight with low near
zero. .Mastly sunny and cold Tuesda
with highs In the teens. Wednesday
chance of snow.

TRJGG COUNTY WINS—The Trigg County Speech and Debate Team took first place sweepstakes at the annual Ray
Mcdield Speech and Debate Tournament, sponsored Saturday by the Callov4ay County High School Speech Team. At
right, Dr. Mofield presents thesweepstakes:trophy to Karen Wa$ins; %pee h ir oach at Trigg Count/. Also at right is Larry
England, speech and debate coich at Calloway FfigW1he Like! team did riol ornpitti. in-theldurnarnint: Henry sCounty
took second place in the tourament, and Union County took third. Trigg won first place in varsity debate,and Ballard
County wasfirst iniunior varsity.
Stall Photo by frank Coniales

,
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Wedding Planned

Tet COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
'Monday, January
Leagut Of Womei- Votes
will meerat the OCM building,
North 15th Street, at eight
p.m. with Dr. John Taylor as
speaker.

Tuesday, January 11
Ellis Center" will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. in.
for senior citizens with sack
lunch_ at noon and band
practice at one p. m.

Your Individual
Horoscope

TuesdaYAlianuary 11
Group IV of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
holm of Mrs. Del Fleming,
1006 Westgate, at 7:30 p.m,.
with Mrs. David:-Roos to give
the program.

4k-

Frames Drake
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 11, 1977

What kind of day will
you are overemphasizing
tomorrow be? To find out what
certain angles. There is no real
the stars say, read the forecast
need for anxiety.
given for your birth &P.
PISCES '
ARIM
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Mixed influences. Organize
Russell's Chapel United
Stimulating aspects now talents and" know-how to
Murray Quota Club will
Methodist Church Women will meet at -twelve noon at the
Bible Study Group will meet foster inventiveness. An ex- promote current interests more
cellent period in which to try out
efficiently. You may be looking
Meet-lit-the church.
Tetangle Inn.
in the home of Mrs. William
new devices and methods, to
too far ahead at the moment.
Van
Meter,
1710
Farmer,
at
capitalize on unique ideas.
Ruth Warren Baptist Young
Grace Baptist Church 7:45 p.m.
TAURUS
YOU BORN TODAY are
Women of Sinking Spring Women are scheduled to meet
•
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
endowed with outstanding
Lit makses Fix
Church will meet at the home at two p. m. at the church.
Stellar Influences somewhat
perception and diplomacy. You
- Murray High School Band
of Carol Turner at seven p.m.
restrictive. Avoid a tendency to
Mrs. Kaaryik 04.11mbi
are inclined to be scholarly and
'
ftspers will meet at the
Pfessi, s3.mot
vacillate, to give up on plans or
never cease in -your quest for
4:Groups of First Baptist
Murray
Miulay Iffigh band room at
projects before they have been
knowledge - knowledge which
Church Women will meet as
given a fair
7.30-p.m
you can impart to others with
-0.'iii---tneet at follows: I with
-Woinan's C1-'*
Mrs. .Owen,
Cs
GEMINI
surprising facility. This, of
we club house.
7:30 p.m.
Bikington at nine a. ro.,11 with
2
4
* course, makes you an excellent
22 to June 21)'
Meefing,of Murray, Alumni May
Distractions and interrupa. m.,
Mrs.
0.
C.
Wells
at
ten
candidate for the profession of
SAI Chapter at the home of tions may upset usual routine,
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
teaching. You are practical and
and III with Mrs. Jim Kee at
Mrs. 1..errie Clark is can- but take disturbances with your
First Presbyterian Church,
methodical, too; have a liking
'
- two p. m.
7:30
at
lied
usual
aplomb
16th and Main Streets,
and
a
for figures and statistics, an
philosophical attitude.
assMiiiitiany lines. Other fields
p.m.
- Freed-Hardeman - College
CANCER
In which you could carve a
Associates will meet at.the
Circles Qv First United
cskrepr.
lisAstlamslossig Is Vissi"
Erwin Circle of
'Church of Christ 4ethodist CluireliVemen
tjSujile
ome
22 tci
com
jiilY
ple2
:
34 situations
--uititiorotty
ilucCessfut
United
Grove
Pleasant
Sonth
Annex-al Seven p. en-All in- meet as followt Bessie"'• Indicated, but don't be anxious.Methodist Chtirch is schetIbled
Your innate competence and
teretted Jadies are welcome. Tucker it church Parlor, Alice
proficiency in handling the
metO
a seven p. .
•
WOO- - unforeseen should -ase,---yea--Tuesday, January
of Bank of Murray, and
through
Lottie Moon Group of First
Elm Grove Baptist Church Maryleona Frost with Mrs.
Bible Church- • Women' will
it
24:10 Aug. 23)
mitt at the home of Mrs. Women will meet at the home John C. Winter, all at 9:30 a.
A
day for aggressive action!
of
Mrs.
Stella
Futrell
at
1:30
p.
m.,
Senior
,,
andFaith
in
Doran
Porter Holland at 7:30 p., m.
Aim for
your goals
a swift,
sure
manner.
Detailsin may
not
Youth Room of church it two
Postponed first Monday diie,-to
p.
m.
welther.
be crucially important but are
Dexter Senior.Citizens *ill
' still part of the pattern.
meet
at Community Center at
Murray TOPS Club will' VIRGO
will
be
Bibbtily
January
-ie
Lovett
Elaine
VitallIrss
to Setopt.makedrastic23)
meet at the Health Center at (Aug. 24not
at' 9:30 a. m.
at First- -cas.Sat Church.
CAPPI
seven
p.
m.
•
-r
p.
m.
seven
changes in your schedule. It
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Lovett, Route Two,Buncombe,111,
Martin's Chapel United
could cause delays, disturb
announce the engagernent and approaching marriage of their The
Chancellors, Methodist Church Women will
associates. Keep everything on
daughter, Nancy Elaine, to Jerry Don Tucker,son of Mr. and evangelistic team from
To give interesting seasoning
an even keel.
• meet atseven p. m.
to beef patties, add a little
Mrs. Dale Tucker of Kirksey. '
LIBRA
Bemidji, Minn., will present a
_
dried ertished--tarrarn.
n. Good
duate af-Yienna_High-School-and is concert at the Kirksey United
(Sept 24 to Oct. 231
Miss:Lovettixa1972
servedWith
creamed
potatoes.
Stellar influences somewhat
,„
Murray Star Chapter No.
employed at the Massac Memorial Hospital.
Methodist Church at seven p.
Before adding the tattagon,
mixed, but generally on the
Mr. Tucker ira- 1972 graduate of Calloway 'County High m. No admission and public 433 OES will meet at .the
season the ground_ meat only
favorable side. You may get
--Masonic liall-at-?:30-p. '
with-salt-and pepper.
School and is employed at the General Tire-and-Rubber-Com—minted.
unexpected help in a personal
pany,lVfayfleld.
problem through a business
,
:301i. --Calloway County High
ft associate.
The wedding will take place on`Fridliy,January
"
11MMili
,
1.
SCORPIO
aw mr
.4
'
m.at the First Baptist Chitral in Vienna, III. A reception will Sehool Band Boosters Club
in AtiC.
•
. (Oct 24
diabt,
,
to Nov. 22)
me
follow in the basement of the church. All friends and relatives will meet at the school at
ng BM BUS, • '
Don't
overtax
yourself.
aov------‘-2'1'
'------'
--,- ----a- re inaitedtcratten&g---ert-rit—:
or
rarr=ni;o;
-sei
,
----.----flor-- --- .....___
,
&II No Bus to
No matter how busy, MAKE
9:15 "
EDE
"
FEYDWg DIES
_
(Wahine
)time for a quiet review of your
Thru Wed.
,.present status. A new appraisal
Next — "Carrie"(R)
needed.
,
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to
.Dec. 21)
-Good opportunities indieited
IT: OUSTS% 140FIVIAA5
but you,of course, must be alert
LAMP= OLIVER
9:25
641 No Bus, Rt,
to them. Use trump cards
ROY SOW,
+2:30
ELORA MEM
strategically; aim to scare as
Mir
Wed..
I
MAME MIRK
Sat7Stin.
often as possible.
.
MARMON MAK
CAPRICORN
k Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Irf
arat
Be careful of the way in which
matra
you make your Moves, whom
.rabask
7:15
maim
you ineludi in your plans- and
9:35
Central
confidences. Wrong decisions
- Pottery - Copper -Bross Candles - Tin - -Cords
Silver - China
all
+2...30Sun. fiat
ft___Kingicang
wood - Sculptures - Pictures - Jewelry -Soaps -Jade Pewtee:-Wicker
4* Biglik;
AQUARIUS
Included
In
Bargain Nite
Not
=Carving*:Turifittusw
(Yin. 21 to Feb. 19)Pionteis Personal matters may
trouble you. _Review _them
By Abigail Van Buren
calmly, completely. Perhaps
44
.1E - #13Cti
t977 by Crucalao Tnoollett Nee.Sroa lot

THIS IS

Xtr

hint Olt.,
TOWN!

TUESDAY IS

4124i;z

BARGAIN NITE

AT THESE THEATRES-al

All Seats 1 25
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MOVIES IN MUM

Nom

SALE

Store Wide
January
Pre-Inventory

'Davi Abbt

Off

A

Mcrae-on

E

50%

121 Bypass -Murray:Ky. -

of Change of Ownership
Kindly let us take thismvortunity to announce that

Mr. Charles W.Olree
is now the rrevv ovvner of

WINCHISTER PRINTING SERVICES
The Murray, community has
been most good to my family
and me. You have been a joy to
work with and although we will
be leaving the printing business
we choose to remain here in
Murray with the many friends
We have made over the years.
We thank you, Murray for
making our business efforts a
most profitable and enjoyable
one.
We urge you to continue to do
business with Winchester Printing Services and Mr. Charles W.
Olree.
Mr.

MARATHON MAN

I

Doesn't Like the Way
Daughter Is 'Reborn'

10 a:m.-5 p.m,— 753-3111

NOTICE
X

Aire-

and- Mrs..1i)e Pat Winchester

DEAR ABBY:Twenty-eight years ago my husband and
I adopted a baby girl. III call her "Jean." Jean has always
known she was a chosen child: Her natural parents had
- three,other, children and insisted..they- couldn't-afford- to
raise a fourth
Jean,now married with:two children Of her own,set out
to find her biological parents. ,tie stuxee e
she and
her husband left their younger child with us and took their
7-year-old son to-visit Jean's "real" parents. (She lied,
saying they were going to visit her husband's relatives.)
Jean told our grandson that they were her "real"
parents, and he should call them "Grandma and Grandpa."
Naturally, the boy was confused.
In anticipation of Jean's visit, her biological parents had
sent_out 75 invitations-in the form of a "birth
announcement,.1giving_Jean's CURRENT weight, height,
name and birth date, but naming THEMS2LVES as the
proud parents.
Abby, how can people who didn't want a-baby 28 years
ago now claim her as their own-completely ignoring us
who raised ber_since she was 6 days old"
Whatdo-you think of all this, Suddenly We feel excluded
and unloved.
PARENTS ONCE REMOVED- '
DEAR PARENTS: For what may be the best
commentary on your\ifitderstandable dilemma, read on:DEAR ABBY: I feel an overwhelming need to respond
to the letter from the 15-year-old adopted girl whclTelt it
would be a poor "thank yoli" to her adoptive parents were
she to search for her biological parents.
_
As a Mother of three adoptedchildren who know they're
- adopted,I could fully understand their desire to meet their
biological parents. And that desire has absolutely nothing
whatsoever to do with the love they have for us-their
adoptive parents.
My children haVe given me the greatest pleasure of my
'life. Of course we,have hadourtproblems, all families do,
but the love we have for each, other far outweIghs •the
problems, arid will last forever.
Every child loves more than just his parents. There are --a
grandparents,friendly,eventually,a mate,and thenchildren
of their own whom they will love. When we love, it doesn't
*mean there's less lovelor sonabOne else; it only increases,
our capacity to love: And if ever my children come"to knew and love their natural parents,it will show that they grew
up in an 'atmosphere where love was not something that
had to be held tightly and exclusively, Iui,jear'that it
would be lost.
•
For my children to search for their biological parents is no more threatening to me than their search for 'a mate.
I need no more "thank you" than just having bii
allowed the privilege of raising,them, and- sharing their"
Joys and sorrows.
A GRATEFUL MOTHER
..•
• '
DEAlt MOTHER: An anconantonly civilized viewpoint,
beautifully stated. "
DEAF ABBY: 1My mother passed away early in
Novemhiat after a Vngerinig'illneas.:She knew she was
dying, and heriast, wish was that my sister's son go ahead
and get married on the scheduled date, which will take
place in about three weeks.
My question: Do you think my three sisters andl should
attend the wedding in our mourning clothes? And should
we dance?
- 'IN MOURNING
DEAR INs Don't sadden a* otherwise happy occasion by
appearing _in!inottraing clothe‘ (Your Mother wouldn't_
have wanted you to.) Dress as you normality would for a
wedding, but don't dance.

elentinie 31orban
boPPE
atm

4;)

Big Sale
Fall and Winter

Coats

Costumes

1/3

Dresses
(Long Dresses)
OFF

Group of

Sportswear &
Jumpsuits

1/3

OFF

Group of

lingerie

1/3 to1/2
PARIS ROAD

OFF

PHONE 247-2552
MAYFIELD

•
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Walter L. Appersoh, publisher - MURRAY Nty'snAPMS.Ine

OPE \-seatien.toteweial
TOR("I/

Opinions expressed in this column are those ol the writer and do not
necessard) reflect the editorial vItws of llte, klIgrray Ledger Sr- Tunes ,
like toexprese ffiiirtiginiecrogitheisaties discussed in this 6
colunin_are encouraged to respond with a LetCer To The Editor_

Jesus,Comes Through Us

R. Gene McCuteheon,editor

,potiohoted sr-toles oil ear. Nu:Carr Dremillcd
Plaixoe f pros oltn, forum, for the free eschaium- thflertnr.
rett,rs to the editor in response to rational,. ttritt
p.ntonaltst articles are etbeuttraiteci 1,te ettmort ot this neuspaper strtsw.h
brlAcvw thai I" 1"mt
Artit les. to tall, IN..- *Am ti parrallei.the editorial
du,rieY6apoper would Or•diANerl lee to our reikters_
I-0,4, at ortm- reader. rho till not agree with edstonal .tatiaor
tt..;tr, sented My,an loth,ittiad order in•141.10111..itt re,
1)04ki
A
,n the p.m...Aar o.or
ttest-u5.91
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Monday Afternoon, January 10,1977

The Editor's
- Notebook

• Project Reveals
Reasons For Vote

By GENE McCUTCHEON

By Rev,Tommie Martin
Murray Ledger & Times Editor:
the ones who experienced the safe and
Hazel & Mason's Chapel Churches
1_, "' -Advent is-that time before Christmas secure ride upon the shoulders of the
To us, Minnesota does riot appear, to
It looks 1.*.e well be . in store for
(Edifies Note: The_fohomme otele anether oewspaper, in addition to or
- --- --during which Christialis prepare for the shepherd_ We " are the ones Who ea- '
was written )y three students in a instead of The Murray Ledger and
kind and '
another dayfar two of slip-Ping and be of championshimuality . Their main
the
Off
by
dusting
perienced
a
light of_GCOMINGINTOthe-world
journalism c
4-Vr. aii Deriboir at IlMes. ,CiKer supporters tended tria'' shdireffthe werither-inar-s predidions claim-to fame is being able Crbrat the
.'• Christmas Day and the few weeks concerned tfoman. We were bild-that
'
other teams they meet ifi the substamped
upon
us
lUd true.
that
image
an
subscribe either to the Ledger. and
Murray State Uhiversity. The students
following is the time we all recognize we had
'
freezing temperatures in their home
snowstorm
The
winter
that
moved
Times
alone
worth,
an
image
or
our
as
are
ton°
newspaper
at
all.
declared
inarticle
who
collaborated
on
the
„ .1\that the prophecy of Immanuel is
all.
'through the county over the weekend stadium. When they reach a WarmerJoseph Harbson, Ruth Ann Mofield and
true-God is with us. Many Christians delible as that on the face ef a coin. And
.• •
.
has-left an 8-inch blanket of snow and climate, they warm Up, tha* out and _
get tangled up in Christmas,they never ,
of aM
ciase-pr
organ.oject,
The i article is the
wh°ethe
n ar grosti
rdonfaask
ice over many of ,our streets but the 'fall apart.-.
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Bahet
tette
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Father,
,con:le
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ave
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fwoer os
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-hihroUEluis into all the world,
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parables in Luke 15 express the witness
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the voters, decisions from data they cent said they would vote for Ford,
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Among the many things that we learn
Jesus reversed' the attitude _ and . collected through the telephone survey compared with-36 per cent of those who
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Dream...Blueprint...1;117,000 Gift...Murray State
Two Banks
Had Role In
Fund Raising
•rt.

Murray State And
'Site No. 3' Chosen

When Murray. in 1922 was.raising
$117,000.00 to locate the new Normal
School on one of its five available sites,
the two banks - First National Bank
and Bank of Murray-played a leading
role.
The pictures of thesetwo hanks were
in a bound "book" that was
presented to the "NOrmal School
Commission along with the certified
check and list of 1352 donors.
The Peoples Bank, successor to the
First National,stands today on the site
of its predecessor, at the corner Of Fifth
and hUrn. The Bank of Murray:
recently rebuilt, includes- the original
site, Fourth and Main.
Both banks were listed in the
Presentation "Book" as depositories of
the $117,00,9.00 gift to the state .of.
Kentucky: "The undersigned citizens
and residents of Calloway County,
, Kentucky, have contributed in cash,
which is now on deposit in the First
National Bank and the Bank of Murray.
at Murray, Kentucky, the total sum of
One Hundred and Seventeen Thousand
($1)7,000.00) Dollars, as a gift to the
State of Kentucky for the location and
establishment of a State Normal at
Murray, Kentucky, under the
provisions of the Act of the General
- Assembly of 1922."
In the 55 years that have elapsed
since these pictures were made in 1922,
some changes may be observed. The
- -Capital & Surplus of the First National
was proudly given as $85,000.00. The
youngsters had white shirts, "knee
pants" and caps. In front of the Bank of
Murray was anew Motif.' T Ford.Coupe:
'with an empty rim for the spare tire.
Seven onlookers are intently watching
someone at the window inside the bank.

For Normal School
By L. J. Hortin
From a dream of Rainey T. Wells in
1922, came this original blueprint Plot of Five Available Sites for the
Normal School in Murray, Kentucky."
The Mucrq 141dger & Times , is
publishing today, probably for the first
time in history
;this historic blueprint.
•
came $117,000.00
blueprint,
With the
In cash from 1362 Calloway Comtism,
"as a gift to the State of Kentucky for
the location and establishment of a
State Normal at Murray, Kentucky,
under the provisions of the Act of the
General Assembly of 1922."
On September 1, 1922, the Normal
School Commission Selected Murray as
the site of the proposed Normal School
for West Kentucky. On that occasion or
at a subsequent session, the Commissioachose from the "Five Available
Sites" the location listed on the
blueprint as"No.3-State Road Site."
Known later as the "Houston-Wells
site," this tract became the first and
original campus of Murray State
University. Among the cities wanting
the new "Noi mat" -were at least 10:
Benton, Clinton, Henderson, Hopkinsville, Mayfield, Morganfield, Murray,
Owensboro,Paducah and Princeton.

"

No. 3-State Road Site, This is today
the front campus of Murray State
University. Dr. Ralph Woods' history
indicates that Dr. Rainey T. Wells
reserved4ite-residence and about two
acres oxt Main Street, but -gave the
Commission an option to buy the
residence and lot before July 1, 1926.
The option, was not exercised and-itdid..
not become a part of the .University
Property until in 1936 when Dr.'James
H. Richmond was president. known at
first as "Edgewood," the Wells home is
recognized as the "Birthplace of
Murray State," for it was here that Dr.
Wells planned and built the foundations
for the University. It is now known as
"Oakhurst."
As the chart indicates, the No. 3 site
was on "Jefferson Dallis Highway"(now Highway 94),an extension of West
Main Street.
The "Normal School Building,"
known as Wrather Hall, was constructed in 1924 on this site. In a
memorandum to the Normal School
Commission on May 27„ 1922, the
Murray officials referred to the $177,000
gift as follows: "Seventeen thousand
$17,000.00) dollars of the above sum
has befn invested in real estate, a deed
to which will be tendered to the,State
-• The ---Nchtihl-SeVol -Minims:m-0i'- • NortnaISChnot CofntiTs.lrondrkYiyV,-chose Murray after a summer in- 1922, and the remaining One hundred
spection tour of the cities "bidding for" thousand 4100,000.00) dollars will be
the School. After inspecting the Murray • tendered to the Commission by cersites, the special committee recom- tified check at the same time."
mended the Houston-Wells site and the
No. 4-Fair Grounds Site, Midway at
entire commission accepted, the
left of the chart. It is mit:side the
recommendation.
"corporate
at the'corner of 12th
The accompanying photograph of the
and Sycamore (east of 12th and south of
blueprint shows these sites:
Sycamore). It was measured as "3900
No. 1 - Connor Site, pictured at the
feet from Court House."
lower right corner of this chart. It, is
No. 5-Pear Orchard Site;lower left
outside "the corporate limits," north of
of the chart. It was on-the north side-elChestnut Street and east of the City Sycamore between 5th and 8th Streets,
Cemetery. The plot says it is "ap- inside the corporate limits. The chart
proximately 2480 ft. from C01111_ saysit_ was25_iniles to Paria-No-5-SiteHouse." was 4'42-blocks from the Court House.
No. 2 - McElratb Addition, center
In retrospect, it may be said that this
right of the chart. It is inside the corporate limits at the corner of 12th and "Plot Blueprint" of Murray in 1922
Chestnut I east of 12th and south of pointed the way to the greatest
Chestnut, "approximately 3125 ft._ development ever to come to this clly
Murray State'University.
from Court Hotise."

Dr. Wells
Preserved
Blueprint
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Dr. Rainey T. . Wells, founder of
Murray State, believed t"City of
Murray _ Blueprint" - reproduced
herewith had high value for historical
interest.
The late Miss Tennie Breckenridge,
who was secretary to the president for
many years, wrote the • following
memorandum or document,containing
extracts from a letter written by Dr.
Wells November 27, 1935,- while he and
Mrs.Wells were living in Omaha,Nebr.
December 11, 1935
NOTE. This blue print of the City_ of
Murray was sent to me for our files by
Dr. Raney T. Wells in his letter of
November 27, 1935, an extract from
which follows:
"We recently moved from the home
wherein we had been living to an
apartment, and having moved most of
our living equipment from Murray
caused us to go- through several things
we had not seen for several years.
I founcipin some of my old papers a
blue print of the City of Murray which
was used before the Commission when
the college was located This blue print.
gavethe location of the different sites
offered to and 'considered by the
Commission. I am sending it to you in
order that you may place it in the files
in the Registrar's office with other old
papers which may be of some interest
in future years. This can go with the
book with other data and information
presented the Commission at the time.
On some occasion when Dr. Carr is
• not very busy, I wish you would call his
attention to the fact that Judge Senff of
Mount Sterling hasin his possession, as
former Secretary of the Commission,
the proceedings and minutes of the
Commission in the location of these
state institutions. At one time Judge
Senff promised to let us have this
record to be retained in our files among
our other collections. for historical
interest. Probably he can be able to
secure this record."
The following is an extract from my '
letter to Dr. Wells acknowledging
receipt of the blueprint:.
"Thanks for your letter of November
27 in which you enclosed the blue print
of the City of Murray giving the location
of the different sites offered to and
considered by the Commission when
the college was located. I received this
letter the morning that
thk Board of
Rents met to receive bis for the
construction of the Physical Education
Building and the Home Management
Building. I showed tt andlhe blue print
to Dr. Carr that mtirning but have been
' so busy since that time that I am just
now getting a chance to write you.
Yes, I recall your dictating a letter to
me to Judge Senff cdncerning the
proceedings. and minutes of the Commission. I will briirg this matter to Dr.
'Carr's attention again befatzIong-antiT—
hope we can secure,thes‘records for
our historical file."
Tennie Breckenridge

-r-r
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/ARMEViEW&PORECAST
Congress Urged Not to Remove
'Free Market' From Agriculture
HONOLULU, HAWAII —
The president of the'American
Farm Bureau Federation has
urged Congress not to use
public misunderstanding to
remove the free market
concept from agriculture.
AFBF President Allan Grant
made the comments as he
addressed delegates to the
58th annual meeting of the

An Opinion

The Amtrican Farmer
And Food Prices

farm organization here today.
Grant said "Politicians use
a lack of public understanding
to call for federally-controlled
grain reserves, and for excessively high loan rates and
target prices. These interfere
with market prices and blunt
consumer pricing signals.
They encourage government
owned surploch_which_maY

Curtiss A.I. schools
offer you more

-e

Curtiss A.I. School
We Ky.f.xposition Center.
Murray State University
Jan. 15-28
For additional information contact

'Bill Cherry, Director
West Ky. Exposition-Center
Murray State Un.
_ College Farm Rd.
Phone 753-0890 Murray,Ky.

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co
Murray's fastest untoading facilities
Buyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of

Wayne-had DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean SeedSeed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.

FARM MACHINERY
GOOD USED
TRACTORS
REPAIRS 8116 SERVICE

1-USED JOHN,DEERE 4630
2-USED JOHN DEERE 4020's
1-USED INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER 656
1-USED ALLIS-CHALMERS 200
1-USED ALLIS-CHALMERS 7040
See These Tractors and More
At Tomn4's

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WF ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY AU WEB!

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT
CO..
SEDALIA
ROAD- MAYFIELD
JUNCTION 121 AND
PHONE 247-60200R 753-7452 AFTER 51.M.

-Company lunch: that good
old combination 'of cream
sauce, diced cooked chicken, •
cooked green peas and pimiento strips served in pattie
shells is always welcome.
Mushrooms may be adcled
the canned variety Or cooked
fresh ones. -,

be manipulated to create an section 14b of the Taft-Hartley
illusion that food is cheaper by Act.which permitsstate rightBy JAMIE Pcrrrs,Teacher' to the plight of the producer, is
transferring part of the food t9-work laws; passage of
Calloway County
.infuriated when meat, milk or
costs tb taxpayers.
CoinThon Situ`s legislatton
Adult Farmer Program
. sugar prices rise a few cents
"We recognize there is a which would allow a single
The people who process, at the local supermarket. The
proper role for government in group of workers to shut down transport,
and
retail farmer is seldom the cause of
agriculture," said Grant,"but entire construction projects; agricultural products
this role should be restricted federalization of. workman's probably have the most food-price increase's' , and he
to the prevention of severe compensation; increases in respect and appreciation for seldom benefits from this
down-swings in some price the minimum wage; more the American farmer, Without price incree.lie receives an
average of 40 cents out of each
cycles bleep large _numbers federal intervention in job the prodiseee •• -there is no
EICIrCIICRQ
dollarspent on ---toon-at the
um!!! !!!u!
of farmers from going broke _creation, and compulsory produce, no jobs, and -of
store
grocery
just
as
he
did
in
through no fault of their own. unionism for public em- course no profit. The 1976
KABA
1947.
"We ask that the market- ployees.
Atherican farmer set the table
Farmers have nothing to do
price system have freedom to
The 58th annual meeting of for himself.and 56 others for
function, with -emphasis the American Farm Bureall an average cost of 17 per.cent with causing droughts. floods,
Phone 489-2151
placed on building com- runs through Wednesday In of the consumer's paycheck. crop and livestock diseases or
other
adversities
that
effect
petitive opportunities in farm Honolulu. The Federation is This is lest than half of what it
the elusive price football being
marketplaces of this country the nation's largest general was in 1929.
played with in supply and
and of the world," Grant said. farm organization with more
See the following used tractors at
The farmer probably gets
"True, money earned in the than 2,6 million member. the least respect from the demand stadium. If he over
McKeel Equip. Co., Inc. 503 Walnut St.,
open market is subject to the families. It-Ls-headquartered eonsumer — from those that produces the prices • he
risks of that market, which in Park Ridge, Illinois, a spend 17 per cent of, their receives usually go down. In
Murray, Ky., or call 502-753-3062:
low production situations,
,livestock and grain farmers suburb of Chicago.
•
income initead Of-50-75 per hopefully, the demand will be
Case 1175 Tractor, with canopy
now understand all too well.
cent as citizens of some brisk enough to attain a breakBut, these risks are more Chicken livers ta'm to broil- countries do to set the best
ing on
even price.
*Case 1175 Tractor, without Canopy
- •
predictable than political green skewers. Mushrooms, quality, most nutritious food
pepper sitildres and quarThe'S.t• of transportation
, risks of Congressional ap- tered small onions are good
to in the world on their tables. vehicles
Case 1370 Tractor, with canopy, power shift. & cast
risen
has
propriations actions.
interlace with the livers. •
The consumer,-uneducated dramatirally 32004500 per
duals.
"For some time---now,
year) in the past five years. I
American agriculture has
•
have not seen or heard of
Case 1070 Tractor, with power shift
been relatively free from anyone picketing or boycotgovernment involvement.
dealerships..
car
ting
Case 630 Tractor, gas.
Realized' net incomes have
•
However, I do remember
been substantially up, with
boycotts of super/narkets and
only about 2 per cent coming
Case 530 Tractor,Gas.
specific agricultural products
from government programs,
because the price rose efew
_ _compared to...almost 30 agrcent
Case 430 TractucglieseL
Herndon as the -sett ,o1--Mrs..- cents per pound.
By.
ELLIS
D.
MORROW'
in 1969."—
Rhoda Herndon of Murray and
Jim
Herndon
you
farmers
ever
Have
has
seen
been
a
big
The national Farm Bureau
Case 430 Tractor; Gas.
p o the Calloway County a graduate of Murray High. organize protests against the
president listed several public
He and his wife, the former rapid price increases of
ervation
District.
He
is
areas about whicVe
lkly _.„
,
David Brown 1200, Diesel.
Glenda Miller, reside at Roate. equipment, fertilizer,
fiannem
n
ew
shaum
eitv'_beffi
,
said
*P
eTel)heneu
si'virElitipthe
pesticides or fuels? The
l oYintrn
nt- 1,'Hazel.
Even with a full time work farmers dye is cast, just as all
Ilevk_j_kuga,n2, Diesel with loader.
Act Program
ve t .erated — beyond Training
schedule he still finds time to of us must have food to surrCETA
)
and
assigned
to
the
reason — the growth of giant
strive for his persenal goal - a vive, the farmer, with much
David Brown MO, Diesel
grernment, now over- District
_ "Jim has certainly been, a ,college degree. He is presently faith,- a -good- banker,• and
shadOwing personal and
boost to our conservation enrolled at Murray State in usually a big mortgage will
Case 960 Combine, with 13 ft. grain head,all hyd.
property rights. We have
the College of Agriculture, purchase, plow, plant, and
allowed ourselves t.o be taxed program," commented Albert "After
I get my degree," • • I : • again-riskheweoLet4ything
Case 320, Backhoe & Loader(G)
Wilson District Chairman.
— beyond reason — to pay for , •
Herndon said, "I.,
We-nave
all
can
been
able
to
provide
very _cols_ and
continue working in the'----in
pe of a meager profit
Case 580, Backhoe & Loader f G)
ittlattorti that --ftiither\.. iOIS with the assistance
-feed--on-the-con-soilv;bieh-puts
' strangle-us.
• and water or wildlife.
on the land."
swner's table at a reasonable
Case 5110, Backhoe& Loader
"We have selected, 'anti
•
.
.
price.
supported, members of
Few folks other than farCase 580, Backhoe & Loader I.GL:
Congress who have uSed -evetry.,..
mers realize it roittrover $200
opportunity to sacrifice our
to produce one acre of corn or
individual freedom and op-.
Case 580 B, Loader I G ).
that many Calloway County
portunity on the altar of
farmers have investments of
political expediency," Grant
over one-half million dollars in
said.
their farming operation.
"We have allowed excessive
503 Walnut
Farming is a Big Business.
federal spending
create
the'
this,
manLi--Who
753;3062
costly inflation, eating away
American Farmer? Other
the value of every dollar we
-T-thaii--being-the.- world ii-rnost
own.
.o
"Most damaging of all has
been excessive regulation' of
Massey-Ferguson
agriculture through newly
created federal authorities
involved in the Federal Water
A
Pollution Act, the Occupational Safety and Health.,
Act, and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Ftodenticide Act. Jim Herndon(center)and John Clendenon (left) reies
"-The countryside has been
plans of a conservation practice with Rob*rt Houston.
flooded - with directives.
standards, inspections, investigationsi regulations, •
rulings, deadlines,
Make your best deal,before January 28
pronouncements and
1977 on certain new Massey-Ferguson
penalties."
The AFBF president- -said,
• agricultural tractors
farmers must "expose and
• agricultural implements
resist arbitrary and unwise
• balers
decisions" by regulatory
• forage harvesters
N.74.
groups such as the En••
• grinder mixers
•
vironmental Protection
• industrial liar tors
Jet
,
Agency and,OSHA.
•,tractor loaders
The consumerist movement
a
_
• backhcw loaders
ri
is another area of concern to
, aar.,•
• forklifts
farmers, according to Grant.
one
then
of
pick
the following options:
He charged -that "most of the
professional consumer ad$100 to VAX))
vocates reflect the aims of
Your working spouse may establish a
organized labor and serve-its
separate IRA, too, provided he or she is not
$.50 to $2501
causes. They remain silent
_currently
a participant in a employerabout worker rights stolen by
sponsored plan.
union shop- compulsion, they
t
say nothing about featherto March 1. April 1 or May 1, 1977 depending on prixfuct
bedding, make-work rules or
excessive wage 'demands
Mow Much Cant
robbing the consumer."
to July 1. 1977 on agricultural .trac-tors and
Contribute
To My ;RA? '
Ask about
As an example, Grant said
implements or industrial equipment
special savings
"consumer advocates were
totally silent when cannery
too on an MF
to Sept. 1, 1977 on balers, forage \harvesters
and freezer strikes in
steer loader.
skid
and grinder mixers
California, at the" height of
MF 200B crawler
harvest, -left millions of
Federal taw allows a maximum annual
loader or
dollars worth of processing
contribution
of $1,500 or 15 per cent of
fruits and vegetables to rot on
(up to $200) on selected products
dozer.
crawler
wages, whichever is less. Of course,
the ground. The higher costs
smaller arounts can be contributed each
will be paid by consumers
Personalized MFfinancing, parts
everywhere.year.
and service'available.
On a related topic, the farm
leader said farmers should
We would like the opportunity' to discuss with you,
study the labor union agenda
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
for the new administration
and the 95th Congress and
stand ready to protect far- rnerrlIghtg in those areas
1.1assere Feeguson
Affecting agriculture.
Grant saill*his agenda lists .
Incluitnal
753-1319
FDIC
several items which could be
damaging' including repeal of

Call your local KABA man for
nAinv

im Herndon A Big Help
T Conservation District

0

1-USED 5000 FORD

not owe anyone an apology for
the price of food.

James Tucker

When it comes to A.I. training you deserve
professional training, and that's why Curtiss
A.I. schools are conducted by professional
training directors. In Curtiss A.I. schools
you'll receive insemination training on live
cows, plus study the cow's reproductive
anatomy. Gurtiss four day A.I. schools also
give instruction on proper semen handling,'
herd management for A.I. and basic genetic
principles. And to aid you in selecting superior
sires you'll receive instruction on production
data and mating program's.
Sign up today for your professional A.I.
training, and discover why Curtiss A.I. schools
offer you more.
-

With Cab and Air. Like New.

efficient fool producer, the
farmer'provides- most of the
management and capital and
assumes all the financial risk
in the world's most basic
industry. He must rely on
credit to keep his operation
competitive and efficient.
There are no eight-hour days,
five-day weeks Or overtime
paychecks for., the American
farmer.
The American Farmer does

1

0

10,

• 06

500

• 00,

0,.

Of

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.

con

DEAL

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER

•

Can My Spouse Establish
An IRA Account?

1. Cash Rebate (froth
2. Cash Rebate (froin
PLUS No Finance Charges

No Finance Charges • • •
_

PLUS Cash Rebate

Bank of Murray

m

Stokes Tractor
81 Implement Co.

•••••••
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Morehead Scores Just 12 From Field In Lost Half

Morehead Hands Racers
79-68 Loss In Opener
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger& Times Sports Editor
- MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead is a small little
town in the mountains of
Eastern Kentucky. Small
Mountain towns are noted for
one
besides
thing,
bootleggers: home cooking.
If you are ever in Morehead
and 'want some good home
cooking.then go on campus to
Weatherby Restaurant (er,
Weatherby
that
make
Gymnasium).
Wile cooking is what
Murray got a taste of Saturday night at Morehead iii a 79--71-Toss
the7-Ekles.--The cooking was quite bitter to
swallow, .
- Murray had not played a
gainesnice Becemlier 22 and
some of the Racer playa's
were snowbound and didn't
get . back last week until
Tuesday to practice for the
opening game.
- Morehead had played at
Dayton Tuesday night and lost
by 11 points. In the first half,
Morehead, obviously welltuned for the game; jumped
out late and carried a 48-36
lead into the dressingzoom at
halftime.
- - Enter the home cooking.
Morehead scored just 12
points from the field, in the
second half. That six of 22
shooting should have made

them losers. However,.
Morehead somehow managed
to shoot 21 free throws in the
second half. They hit 19 of
them.
With 5:47 left in the game,
freshman guard
Lenny
Barber. came up with what
appeared to be a clean steal
and drove down the floor.
Barber got across the centerline with the ball and then,
was whistled for a personal
foul which sent the Racer
players into an uproar.
Morehead's Mike Kelley hit
two free throws and that
boosted the Eagles into a 67-57
lead. Then just a few seconds
later, Mike Muff, who sat out
nearly 12 minutes of be first
half, fouled out.
Frbm that ' point on:
Morehead spent most c4 their
time desperately trying' to
hang on to the ball against a
wicked Racer press that
forced numerous turnovers in
the final fiveminutes'. In fact,
Morehead had 29 turnovers in
the game.
But the • damage that had
been done in the first half plus
the fact the Racers were 10
points down on the toad was
just too much to overcome.
There was one person
though who didn't necessarily
believe that.
John Randall, a 6-8
sophomore who in one jump

could hurdle over King Kong
perched atop the World Trade
Center,.'was a one-man show.
He was all over the floor on
defense and he hit the boards
with awesome strength. He
had the Morehead crowd
breathless in the final minute
as la. sailed high above the
rim to grab a rebound and
then came back down to slam
the ball home, at that point,
making it a 75-67 game.
after
later,
Seconds
sophomore guard .Herbie
Stamper had hit two more free
throws for Morehead, Randall
did the same thing and even
the Morehead fans were applauding.
There were three times in
th second half the Racers had
alliance to close to within four
points. The last time came at
the 3:06 mark when Jhrony
Warren scored on a fastbreak
and was fouled in the process.
At the time, Morehead led
69-63. Warren' missed the free
throw but Randall got the ball
back off the boards. Murray
had two chances but the ball
simply would not fall in. the
basket.
Actually, the Racers lost the
game in the final two minutes
of the first half.
With 2:17 left before, intermission, Zech Blasingame
hit on a rebound bucket and,
cut the Morehead lead to 38-32.
Morehead then rattled off
eight consecutive points and
suddenly, it was.a 46-32 lead.
At intermitIsiom-4thee-Bag1eu
led 48-36:-..„.
Half of those 48 points came
from 6-8 forward Ted Hundley, who was hitting,
* "everything he threw toward
the goal. But in the second
half, Hundley ran into John
Randall and Big John simply
ate up Hundley, who could not
even get the ball, much less a
shot.
Hundley scored six in the
last half to finish with ,30
points. Behind Hundley
scoring was 6-3 sophomore
gunner Herbie Stamper who
had 17 points and also a lot of
trouble shooting over Grover
Woolard.
For the Racers, Woolard
fired in 18 points while Muff, in
26 minutes of play, finished
with 16. Blasingame hit
while Randall added 10.
Danny Jarrett, the 6-11
junior renter of the Racers,.
was under the weather and

:ammo"'

_•

tiet4

UP AND IN-Jimony Warren Put the ball up and in eyer
•Meetisai delimidets- while Murray's Mika Miff got tete
egauggip_rithima_.

One game Schallow can
count on Murray winning is
when Morehead repays the
visit. Murray played about as
well as they possibly could
have played, at least on the
road. But the Racers, got
absolutely ,no breaks whatsoever. Murray falls_ to 8-4 for the
season while Morehead goes
to 5-4. Tonight,, Morehead
hosts Austin Peay while the
Racers visit Eastern Kentucky.
The Racers badly need to
win tonight and come home
with. an even OVC mark
Saturday when Tennessee
Tech visits the Sports Arena.

Worm NAN
fg-tga 11-tta it PI tp
Mull
741 .2-3 6 • 5 16
blasinaame---543 2-2 3 2 12
Jarrett
2-7 2-5 5 3 I
Warren
3-12 14 2 2 7
Woolard
644 24 5 4 10
Wilson
.1-4 04 6 3 2
Handall .
S-0 0-1 6 510
Barber
04 04 0 2 0
Hill
04 04 0 0 0
Totals
31-72 947 36 25 71
e
Morris
Hindley
b,mue
Stamper
LeMaster
Jones
Kelley
Pickens
Totals

alarabisad
..
fg-tga ft-fta rb pi
1-5 2-2 5 2
11-16 114 12 4
WV 1141 V 3
6-14 54 3 3
,.. 1-2 54 3 4
. 2-7 342--4
44 4-6 2 2
1-5 2-2 3 2
344 27-30 44 21

Murray

tp
4
30
0
17
7
512
4
75

36 3 .71
Mt 31-79

Morehead

HET, ZACJI, EVE GOT IT, Deacon NW seems to be suing on this rebound while Morehead's Andre Jones (22)seems to have lost the boll.
Staff Ibiites a Maio amides

Super Bowl Being Called 'Grant's Tomb'
After Vikings Lose Fourth Shot Sunday

By BRUCE LOWITT-4--- for the first 25 of his 180 yards would have to be them giving Vikings dropped baCk, to 19-0 chance to win the game at that
AP Sports Writer
• passing, Oakland rumbled up the ball right after the way on Mann's 40-yard field goal point," said Tarkenton, who
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
from its 34-yard line to the they had gotten-it. And-then, of with about five minutes to go wound up completing 17 of 35
They ate starting to call the Minnesota 11 before Errol course, our busting away in the third period.
passes for 205 yards.
Super Bowl "Grant's Tomb." Mann missed a 29-yard field when we had our backs to the,
That is when Tarkenton and
Bob Lee, came on and got
Bud Grant, the Minnesota goal attempt, kicking the ball wall and winding up with some the Vikings finally woke up. It Minnesota's final touchdown,
coach" with the emotional into the left upright.
points when they were ex- was Oakland, linebacker Ted on a 13-yard pass to Voigt with
ferocity of an iceberg, brought
If the Vikings wanted to do pecting to get some. That had Hendricks who helped wake 25 seconds to play.
his Vikings out of the frozen anything when they had the to knock a little bit of the air them by running into Clabo
There
were
varying
tundra for a fourth shot at a ball, they were keeping it a out-of them."
during a punt and allowing explanations in the Minnesota
National Football League title secret. But they had a not-solocker room on why the
If that drive did not-deit, the Minnesota to keep the ball.
against a fourth opponent, irt secret weapon at their
Vikings were so thoroughly
next two certainly did.
Tarkenton,
who
had
Super Bowl XI.
,disposal and, with about five
After the field goal, completed only five of 12 beaten - but they all sounded
.The Oakland Raiders minutes to go in the first
Minnesota again went where it passes for 59 yards in the first similar.
allowed them twice_as many, period, they _tinveijed,it-just
"We just_didn't play any
had been going throughout the -halt,---eTclrect-orribsses of 15
points-as they ever had scored as they haa 15 times during
first period: nowhere. A Neil yards to tight end Stu Voigt,21 football at all," said the
against Kansas City, Miami or the regular season.
Clabo punt gave the Raiders to wide receiver Ahmad dejected - Tarkenton, who
Pittsburgh = and beat them a
In four full seasons, punter the ball at their 36. Stabler hit
Ftashad, 10 to Foreman and, virtually had guaranteed a
kit worse than had the ChiefS, Ray Guy of the Raiders never
a couple-of short passes, Davis - finally, eight yards to rookie Vikings victory a couple of
Dolphins.or Stealers.
had had a kick blocked. Fret and Mark van Eeghen ran for
wide receiver Sammy White weekends ago after Minnesota
"They beat us badly;;" frIbNeill took care of that,
c? had beaten Los Angeles for the
a couple of short gains, then for the touchdown.
Minnesota quarterback Fran steaming in from the left side
Stabler and Casper hooked
It
came
with
47 seconds left National Football Conference
Tarkenton said after Sunday's of the Minnesota line, and at
title.
up for 19 yards, Garrett in the third period.
32-14 thumpg in the Rose about the Oakland 25-yard
"I think we were ready to
stutterstepped for 13 more an'd
The
next
time
Tarkenton
Bdwl before a Super Bowl line, swatting it back toward
Fred Biletnikoff caught a pass tried., to pass, Hendricks play and had 'sufficient
record crowd of 100,421. "But the goal line.
just shy of the goal.
chased him halfway across emotion to be ready to playreally, what difference does it
It bounced lazily toward
It seemed time for a run, but the field. A Poor throw was yet, when you come right
make if.you lose by a point or what seemed to be a MinStabler sent Casper out into picked off by Hall and down to it, we didn't make a
by 20r- -nesota touchdown - then the left corner of the end zone
single big play all day except
The scoreboard said they suddenly bounced back. — all alone, as it turned out returned 16 yards to the for the blocked punt. And
Oakland 46.
Test by 18, but they really lost McNeill pounced on it at the
when we didn't score after
The nearest Vikings player
by a lot more. Some other three. It would take only a was distant five yards'away
On the third play after the.-.that play, it hurt," Tarkenton.
a
numbers are More indicative. Couple of plays, it seemed,for when
the big tight end caught turnover, Stabler flipped the said.
Like the Super Bowl record Minnesota to do something . the
What hurts more;po doubt,
one-yard touchdown pass. ball from midfield to the
429 yards rolled up by the big.
Vikings' 35, where Biletnikoff
that-tlie Vikings now-arellie--- Now
about
seven minutes-- gathered it in and raced to the only team in the NFL still
Raiders., surpassing the 358 BY
That was right-sort of. On
Green Bay against Kansas the first play, Chuck Foreman remained in the first half with two before being hauled down. wearing a "Can't-win-the-bigCity in 1967.
punched into the line for one Oakland ahead 10-0. Min- Banaszak's TD run on the next one"collar. The Raiders had
• Like the 266 yards rushing yard. On the second play, nesota got the ball, went play was anticlimactic.
worn one-until Sunday.
by Oakland to the 71 by the Brent McClanahan tried it. He nowhere again, and punted.
It also was the killer. The
Before then, they had won
Vikings.
lost a yardj and when he ran _ Neil Colzie ran the kick back Vikings really were in trouble, eight American _Football
_
—
- trailing 26-7 with- 714 minutes Conference division titles in
Like the 134 yards
.
in punt into middle guard Dave RoVe,' 25 yardstO the vikings.35.One
two
run
by
Davis,
and
and interception returns_hy McClanahan loA the ball,too.
to play, Two
dmJitter, _nine years _ballad -made-it 113played may 19 minutes in the
game. He had six points and Oakland 'to the 14 by the
Inside linebacker Willie Hall by van-E-Qhen gobbled up-1"7-'they were trailing 32-7 when the Super Bowl only once and
five rebounds and played Vikings.
grabbed it, the Vikings yards and Stabler's pass to Brown stepped in front of had lost that game 33-14 to
Like the 21 minutes Oakland remained pointless and, Biletnikoff produced 17 more. another
desperation Green Bay nine years ago.
tough ball during his stint of
controlled the ball during the unbeknownst to anyone, Again the ball was at the Tarkenton toss and raced a
action.
Their ninth AFC West title
and then it Super Bowl record 75 yards led to the conference
-The big thing that im- 30 minutes of the first half, Oakland was about to move Minnesota one
title two
was over the goal line on Pete with the interception for a weeks ago with a
pressed me was how hard we when the Vikings might just as out and never lookteck.
victory over
Banaszak's
plunge
•
through
touchdown. So devastating two-time Super Bowl champlayed at the end. We were all well have pulled off their
On third-and-seven at the
*as that blow that it knocked pion Pittsburgh - and finally
over the floor, going after the cleats, tossed in a few towels, Oakland six, Davis turned the right tackle.
Mann missed the extra point Tarkenton out of the game.
ball and playing pressure gone out and watched the left cirrtier" and did not stop
to this ultimate step.
"We conferred on the
defense," Racer Coach Fred magical Disneyland halftime running until 35 yards later. A -this time he nicked the right
"They can't say it any more,
show from the stands and let Stabler pass of 11 yards to upright. Butso what?
sidelines and decided that it that we can't win the big one,"
Overton said.
Instead of coming back, the was in order, since we had no said Madden.
"Our kids don-'t believe in the 16-0 score stand as a final 'earl Garrett, a 25-yard pass to
quitting. All youhattedo-was result
Gaiper- arid quickly, the
The first time the Raiders :.Raiders _ were _
look at their faces; they,
played with such great in- got lhe ball-,--ffey—Showed nesota seven. Again they
tensity, especially Randall. Minnesota just . what they failed to get a touchdown, but
"John is a powerful player. could-do with it - which was this time they got Mann's 24He simply gave-it all he had. just about whatever they yard field goal.
"He literally ate Hundley up pleased.
"If you have to pick one play
.
With
Clarence Davis of theirs that made a big
alive in the second half,"
unleashing the opening salvos difference - to us," Raiders
Overton added.
Morehead Coach Jack of a career-high 137 yards Coach John Madden said of
Schallow didn't necessarily rushing, and with Ken Stabler McNeill's
and
block
agree with that.
connecting with Dave . Casper McClanahan's fumble, "it
",.`We weren't looking for
Hundley to shoot the ball in the
second half," Schallow said.
HOUR
"We were more interested
DRY
in keeping our lead. He was
::-11,111111111111111-:.--_ 11111111
open but just passed up a few
41111-1"'"
shots that he'd taken in the
Ce6.reA14,666...9
Or, 7.
'CS,
first half," Schallow added.
6 De., A 01,40.
, r,
The key.for Morehead's win
Phan. iii 90113
-4
was of course, the free throws.
rr:
h
N1
The reason for Murray's loss
was, besides the Tree throws, a
bunch of missed "cripples."
."If we had hit our cripples,
we'd Outscored them, by 20
points from the field,"
NO LIMIT
Overton said. Unfortunately,
Murray only outscored
Morehead by 10 from the field
while the Eagles ashed in on
Grx.d
27 of 30 from the line and
Tuesday.
Wednesdiu.
Murray hit just nine of 17.
Thursdiu.
cleaning
Ian 11-17-11
The long layoff definitely
try our fine
cost the Racers. In the first
,:ii
at these spi
half, Murray was not very
GOOD
sharp on defense or offense.
V EK
P4
A tIio,
"I guess Our game with
Dayton;,Tuetlay
us,''
thUrsday
february 1977 / 7:30 p.m.
Schallow said.
"But I'll tell you one thing,
advance general admission: $3 advance student •
Murray State is a better team
admission $2!ah tickets at the door .on day of show
4
thanDayton. Now that sounds
tickets may be tsurctsed_at the west kentuckv dvietock and
io
exposan
center
coi
ge
farm
road
murrtv.
kentucky
kind of funny doesn't it? But
FOLDED
OR
they really are. Murray is
for additional ticket mlormatron. write or call west Kentuck- livestock and
ON MANGE RS
exposition center
going to win a lot of ballgames
mdrray stale university murray. kentucky 4207_1. phone (502) 753-8890
this year," Schallow added.
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10--.Mike Muff. slams the hall through the net
_ AN EAST.11,
ter an easy two paints in Money Stete's losing effort against
Mirelewd Suter* night. Watching Muff's two-pointer ere
loch Natingmne if the Recers and Morehead's Nerbie Stamper(42).
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Kentucky Did Not Do Much
'Dirty Work' In Vandy Win
By TONISALADENO AP Siorts Witter
Kentucky didn't Manage to
•
do much "dirty work," according to Coach Joe Hall of
the third-ranked Wildcats, in
edging
the
Vanderbilt
Commodores. y
The Wildcats needed a layup
by Rick Robey in the last eight
seconds to subdue stubborn
Vanderbilt 64-62 Saturday. In
other Southeastern Conference basketball contests,
,Alabama,ranked Na. 4.edged
Louisiana State .80-77, Tennessee whipped Auburn 87-79,
Florida ripped Georgia 101-76
and Mississippi State blasted
Mississippi 85-49.
"It looked like we Wanted to
win with our offense, rather
than our defense," said Hall.
"We call defense our 'dirty
work' and we didn't get much.
Any win on the road is
supposed to be a good one, so
I'll take this one.
"I'm not satisfied with-ourover-all play, particularly our
defense, but if we learn

5

a

something from tach game we
sure had,a lot to leari. from
this one," Hall added:
Robey led Kentucky with 21
points and Jack Givensadded
14. Freshman Charles Davis
led Vanderbilt with 19 points.
1Centucky is 9-1 overall and
3-0 in the SEC. Vandy is 5-6
and 1-2.
Unbeaten Alabama raised
its record to 12-0 and 3-0
behind the 23 points and nine
_rebounds, of reginald King.
Kenny Higgs led ISU,8-3, 1-1,
with 26 points.
•
Bernard King scored 32
Points and Ernie Grunfeld
added 23 to lead Tennessee
over, Auburn, which lost its
third consecutive SEC contest.
The Vols are now 8-2, 2-0.
Auburn, led by Mike.. Mitchell's 29 points, is 6-4,0-3.
Mississippi State got
balanced scortg from Wiley
Peck with 18 points, Gary
Hooker with 17 and Rickey
-Broom with 13 and 16 rebounds
to trounce Ole Miss.
'
State led 33-22 at the half

.,the, dominated the segond
half, outscaring the ,Reheja 5227. Ole Miss,shot only 22.8
from the field in the contest.
Walter Actwood led the
losers with 14 points and 16
rebounds. Ole Miss is now 6-5and 0-2. Mississippi State is 102,2-1.
Richard Glasper led five
FbiIdaiayers in double
figures with 18 points in the
Gators victory over Georgia.
Lavon Mercer _and Curtis
Jackson each,had 21 points for •
the Bulldogs,5-6, 0-3.
Florida, losers only to
Marquette and Alabama, are
10-2,2-1.
In tonight's , SEC action,
Auburn is at Georgia,
Mississippi at Alabama and
Florida at Tennessee.
- Tennessee is at 'Kentucky
and ISU visits Mississippi
State Wednesday night and
Saturday finds Alabama at
Mississippi State, Kentucky at
Auburn, Vanderbilt
at
Florida, Georgia at Ole Miss
and Tennessee at ISU.-

Austin Peay Boosts Record To
11-1 With 80-74 Win At EMI

a

By The Associated Press
Austin Peay boosted its
basketball record to 11-1 with
a 80-74 win against Eastern
Kentucky, while Middle
Tennessee, selected by
coaches as the league's
"sleeper" squad, squeezed
past East Tennessee 52-51 in
the opening round of Ohio
Valley Conference play.

a

a

Tech, picked in preseason
polls to finish in the °VC_
cellar, took a 411-37 advantage
to the locker room at halftime,
but the Hilltoppers outscored
Tech 12-2 in the first four
with Tech and pulled to within
(.
one point at 82-81 with 1:17
remaining.
within one point at 82-81 with

1:17 remaining.
The game was iced as the
Golden Eagles scored the next
three times they had
possession of the ball.
Western Kentucky's Bill
Scillian led all scorers with 19
points and Mike Prince added
17 for the Hilltoppers, now 3-7
on the season. Tech is now 6-5.

Portland And Seattle Set
New Records In Sunday Wrns

1

1

Ar

--Calvin-Garrett-and-Dennis
*Pagan combiaed for 30 points
as the Governors sealed the
game
against Eastern
Kentucky
with
11:07 _
Coach . Jack Ramsay
Thrday- night.
- used reserves for most of the
AP Sports Writer
The Colonels were paced by 6The Pacific Northwest is a %econd half, and_they did even
8 freshman center Dave must to avoid for
National better, scoring 80 points.
Bootcheck, who scored 30 Basketball
Soaks 92,Jazz 76
Association teams.
points, as junior guard Denny
The 76 points was the fewest
Portland and Seattle again
Fugate added 23.
.
proved themselves to be most allowed by Seattle in its_ 10
loss dropped- Eastern tinhospitAble "
hosts- Sunday NBA seasons:The Sonia- also
Kentucky's record to 3-5 on the night,
both clubs setting_ held NBA scoring leader Pete
-season.
scoring records — Portland on Maravich to 12 points, 18
Greg Joyner completed a offense,
below his average. The Jazz
Seattle on defense.
three-point play against ETSU
shot 36 per cent from the field,
with 4:20 remaining to better
The Trail Blazers, led by and Maravich was just six for
Middle Tennessee's record to Dave Twardzik and Bill 28.
9-2. The Blue Raiders were led Walton, routed the San
Offensively, Seattle was led
by center Bob Martin, who Antonio Spurs 150-113 before a by guatd Fred
Brown's 26
scored 19 points and grabbed near-sellout crowd of 11,751 at points.
six rebounds.
Portland.
The
Sonics,
It was the fpurth straight
ETSU, now 4-7 overall, led meanwhile, silenced the New victory
for the Sorties and
throughout the game until Orleans Jazz 92-76 before a
full seventh in their last eight
Joyner scored on a layup to house of 14,098 atSeattle.
games. Their home drord
knot the game at 51-51. He
In the only other NBA game 18-3, compared to 4-1 on the
converted the free throw for Sunday, the Los Angeles road. -the Blue Raider victory.
Takers raThed-To defeat the
Lakers 124, Pistons 118
Guard Charlie Stuart led Detroit Pistons 124-118 before
The Lakers, outscored 42-22
ETSU with 18 paints and Bob a national television audience. in
the third quarter and
Brown contributed five points
The high-flying Blazers, trailing 94-83, wentto Kareem
and 10 rebounds for the losers. who raised their home
record Abdul-Jabbar and Cazzie
.Bobby , Porter and John to 22-1 and their over-all mark Russell in overcoming the
Adams each scored 18 points' to 2743, eclipsed their team Pistons in the final period.
Saturday night to give record of 146 points set earlier Abdul-Jabbar scored 15 of his
Tennessee Tech its first this
season"
against 28 points in the last 12 nfinutes,
league win with an 88-81 Philadelphia.
While Russell scored 10 of his
victory against Western
Portland led all the way, game-high 35 points in the
' Kentucky.
moving in front 70-44 at the fourth quarter.

JERRY BURKEEN
Bookkeeping and Tax Service

INCOMk TAXES PREPARED
8 AM to 5 PM Monday thru Friday
SaturdayS-by appointment
Office located at the

Farmers Grain and Seed CO.
Railroad Avenue, Murray
Phone;753-4636,after 5 PM:753-3996

Calloway 'Snows' Providence
111-54 Here Saturday. Night
The first two minutes of the halhcourt trap as he emptied weren't able to mike the
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Clayton Hargrove's B-teani
game belonged to Calloway as the bench with liberal sub- game better luck next time.
Murray Ledger and Times
Lakers widened their winning
the •"basket happy" takers stitutions:'Even -With the subs -A:sneer-storm hit Calloway margin to 11-1 as they put
Staff Writer
A snow storm laid down in socred 14 unanswered points in the game the Laker point County long before the first down the Providence B-team
eight inch blanket of white before the befuddled Bulldogs production never slackened flake orthe white stuff made 63-34 in preliminary action.
stuff on Calloway County realized that they had jour- and at the half Calloway led by its descent -to the ground. the Watch out for this bunch of
early.Sunday morning, ut the neyed some 90 miles to play an unbelievable margin of 40, real storm was at Jeffrey young .'uns as they move up
count'em,40 points.
major winter storm didn't basketball.
next year!
Gym on Saturday night.
upstage the performance of', Providence tallied their first
Even though the starting
the Calloway County Laker bucket it 5:55 in the first five, for the most part, was on
Basketball team a few hours quarter en a shot by Willie the bench during -at least half
before as the Lakers hosted Torain. Up to that-point it of the second quartet the
the Bulldogs of Providence at• really didn't look like the Lakers contMeed to put the
Bulldogs knew what to do with ball in the basket', and the
Jeffrey Gym.
score just seemed to mount up
It would be mild tocall the the basketball. .
Calloway employed their for some reason.
Lakers 111-54 Victory over the
Bulldogs a "snow job." patented full court press early
Put the Lakers on top by 40
Howeverthat is just what the in the game. The press blew at the half.
Leiters dicklisthe visitin4team Provignce up!
Calloway just never let the
The Bulldogs just :didn't- lead get under-- forty points
from Providence, they just
covered them up with a seem to know how to cope with throughout the rest of the
blanket of "snow" and the the Laker press and time after genie.
.
Bulldogs neversaw the light-of 4ime the bail-found its wayInto- • There-'isn't a_ great deal to
the hands of the boys from the say about the performance of
day.
•On December 3rd, Calloway far end of Chestnut Street and Calloway in this game action
played thiS same-team on the they, very obligingly, took it except that they performed in
road at Providence and came down• the floor and put it in a "super" manner.
The Lakers didn't have a
away with a 67-56 victory. their basket.
Calloway coach Robert single star that out-shined any
That game was in the
"anStiody-can-win" column _ Slone said, "I told the boys at of the other players on the
until the very last quarter the beginning of the game that team. As a matter of fact only
when the Leiters pulled out an we were going out to run the one member of the Laker
important victory, a "road" best Offense there is and that. teanadidn't score andffiliias
victory, that. gave them the is a superior defenae. Our boys probably an error on the part
needed confidence to go out just did a superbrOgof playing of the scorer. ( The foregoing
and win some more games defense against this team. We statement is Unfair except for
before tournament action at played them to a -31-7 first the fact that-there. was _so__
quarter advantage and much scoring that just maybe
Christmas.
something like that just has to The scorer missed one bucket
In that first meeting spur the team on to even that would have made
everything equal. 1Calloway had traveled 90-plus greater heights."
Sitting on top of a 31-7 first
When the clock ran down
miles and the outcome of the
game was in doubt ,until the quarter bulge, the Lakers and the final score was
never let up as tley pressured recorede the Lakers were
- 41111reina
final quarter.
.
me
Bulldogs all sitting op top of.a.111-54 score,
WE'VE GO3 IT-Marc Darnell(55)and Kenny Irwin(IS)bat*
IINTALtlattelialtinii-Jhe
. -- visiting
_
which. is`a school record, and
Bulldogs met a much more through the second quarter.
went high to grab this rebound away from a Providence defen
tediakeileam that simply " Coach Slone pulled his team the bench had been cleared in
der during the Kilda Isere Saturday night.
took them apart from the out of the full-court press in both, the first and second
the second hall and went to the halves.
opening tip.
"It was just a great tam
effort" Coach " Slone said.
"This was a great opportunity
to play our entire bench and
gain the confidence that only
game action can instill in a
team. We substituted liberally and our bench proved that we
have the depth to produce
points even when the entire
starting- five is on the bench
c eering
e other players

m.7

BALANCING ACT-Tommy Futrell of the Laker: put on a
ballet show as three startled Providence defenders watched
action at Jeffrey Gymnesiwn here Saturday eight. The Laker:
routed Providence 111-54 in the game.

"it's not very often that -a
_coach gets to play his entire
team end can maintain a point
spread like we did tonight. We
are trying to build confidence
and this is the best way-to do
it. The opportunity doesn't
come very often, but when it
does you just have to take
I-dyer-nage. - arid - the
bench."
Coach Slone.said it all, "I
want my boys to go out and
play the best that they can-on
any gtven night no matter
what the score. Ow boys
played a superior game of
basketball tonight."
The Lakers climb to an 8-6
record with the recordbreaking, 111 point performance against the Bulldogs
on Saturday night.
It was quite a show. If you
-

54,

WAIT A MINUTE!, Providence defender Howard Basher (44)
seems to be saying as Tommy Futrell pumps in two of his 22point total during Saturday's game here. Leading scorer for the
Laker: in the game was Mike Wells with 24 points.

CO.L11:1011r1

Sportcoats

Staff Motes Sy Berry Deur

Jerry Pate Wins
Phoenix Tourney
PHOENIX (AP) — Jerry luck, and I almost threw it
Pate had a goal for himself away."
when he set out on the pro golf
He once dropped three
tour this year.
strokes off the pace in the cold
"I want to do better than final round that was delayed
last year," he said.
242 hours by frost and frozen
That's a tall order. Last greens.
year he put together perhaps "On the 13th I just stopped
the most spectacular rookie and had a little talk with
season since Jack Nicklausit myself," he said. "I told
1962. lie won the U.S. (peawwself, bey, came .on. Get...
the Canadian Open and the youf act together. Don't blow
Pacific Masters in Japan. au it'."
$153,102 was the most ever.for
a first-year man.
But now, a playoff winner
over Dave ,Stockton in the
Phoenix Gpen, the first event
of the season, the 23-year-old
Pate has a running start
.toward that goal.
"Now I want to win one
the majors. I'd love to win th0
Masters. It's in the South, in
.the state I was born in. I'd
really like to win that one," he
said.
This ne didn't come easily
"Thé,i was a lot of pressure
on me;' _ Pate said. "I was
rookie of the year, and co
player of the year. I'd led for
210 Main
the second and third rounds. I
Phone
753-0489
had a chance to prove myself.
prove that last year wasn't all
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• Plastic Soda Pop Bottles Now Appearing WAN
In Several States Across The Nation
A

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
iP;-. The no-deposit, no-return
soda bottle, under attack in
by
argils
some
environmentalists, is,appearing
in 'a new form as manufacturers turn to plastic contamers which they say are
safer and easier to handle.
Residents of two states,
Maine and Michigan, voted
Crossword Puzzler

last November to.joinVregon
and Vermont in approviug
designed
to
measures
nonreturnable
eliminate
beverage conlainers, including cans and . bottles.
Residents a, Massachusetts
and Colorado rejected similar
proposals.
At the same time, however,
nonreturnable soda +bottles
answer to Sotuff011Y4 Nuke
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FOR THE
TREE!

made of plastic have been
introduced on the marleet in
several states.
The Coca Cola 'Co. has led
the way, introducing its first
plastic bottle in Providence,
R.I., in June, 1975. Plastic
Coke bottles holding 32 ounces
now are available in parts'of
five states - Rhode Island, •
Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Indiana - and
the company says it is
gradually e;tending the
program to cover the whole
country.
A spokesman for Pepsico,
meanwhile, refused to confirm or deny a report that
Pepsi Cola in 64-ounce plastic
bottles will deblft next year.
He said only that the company
had concluded all its tests on
plastic packaging, including a
test fast year of more than one
million 32-ounce containers in
apstate New York.
A spokesman for CocaCola
said the 'plastic -bottles have
been "very popular." He also
indicated that the compan'S is
not unduly worried by the
efforts -to ban nonreturnable
containers. "Consumers in
some areas prefer returnable
bottles," he said. "Buein some
areas they prefer nonreturnable bottles."
Opponents of nonreturnable
bottles argue that they contribute to litter and encourage
waste of natural resources.
They also say beverages sold
in returnable containers are
cheaper for consumers.
The large bottles, however,
are heavy. An empty glass

bottle holding 32 ounces of
soda weighs 19 ounces compared to- two ounces forasimilar-size plastic container.
The risk of breakage - and
injury - increases.
National* Electronic Injury
Surveillance System of the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission reports that in
the -year that ended June 4),
hospital emergency rooms
treated 12,000 injuries --attributable to glass soda hottie.
2
The Food and Drug
AdministEation, in a report
issued in- September,said that
the trend toward plastic soda
bottles had both good and bad
Points.
On the brightside:

Claudine Longet
Returns To Court
ASPEN, Colo:(AP)- After
mapping strategy - with her
lawyers on what would have
been her lover's 32nd birthday, Claudine Longet
returns to court today to hear
contrasting-versions of how he
came to bleed to death from a
bullet in the abdomen.
A jury chosen from her
neighbors in this Rocky
Mountain ski resort town was
to be sworn in today, after,
which prosecution and defense
present
would
opening
arguments in the man-

. 7
LOOK OUT FOR THE
TRUCK!!-LOOK INT
OR THE FENCE!!

46„
c.„...k2;41-1RM

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
AU display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by, 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

-,
2. Notice
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

DON'S
AUTO
tIPAIR

.

446 1112p,:r.i..4-Lt

is out of business. Effective January l',
1977. Thanks for past
business. -

0

FEEL UKE

GOOFIA6OFF?
CALL THIG
PlAte•ER
555-41502

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE
753-6333.

1-40

FOR FREE 01.1. and
adjust on any sewing
machine. __Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

THE PHANTOM
GENERAL,uNLE5S 'oCIU'RE
FURDONED, YOUR GANG WILL
KILL AMBAS5ADOR CARI AND
DIANA PALMER,CORRECT

UNL Et55 CAR)
ANC' DIANA
ARE FREED,
UNHARMED,
you'LL BE 4
HANGED IN .
THE PUBLIC
SQUARE.

3. Card Of Thanks

Thomas 0. Harris
Notable speakers, including
Commissioner of Agriculture
Thomas 0. Harris, will be on
hand throughout the day to
assist the Purchase grain
farmer in the areas of
-production, harvesting and
marketing of corn, soybeans
and wheat.
_During the day many cash
drawings will be held and an
excellent lunch provided by
the- Agricusiness firms
cooperating in the event with
the University of Kentucky
Extension Service. _Last year
over 550 farmers and
Agribusiness representatives
were um' hand to absorb the
educational
inlatest
formation. This year an even
larger audience is anticipated.
The first of these meetings
was held in Paducah in 1972
with about 350 farmers on
hand. This past year saw the
largest group of farmers ever.
The meeting has grown to the
largest farmer educational
meeting in Kentucky and in
the midwest. It is expected
that the 1977 meeting will be
the largest of all.
Since lunch is being served
it is necessacy to have an
advance reservation. .A14
reservations may be made
through the local County
Extension Office serving your
county.

MY
.
GANe2
5112. I'M 4
HEL,,PLAG
INMATE
HERE. I
KNOW
NOTHING

BLONDIE

LI'L ABNER
MCRE
ALIVE-H-6 WITH 'L-U
OUR NEW
60VERNCR-

HAPPY
DAY"W-IERE ?-

'1.
.4,ers,4-.40iliacKygre10,411.' tll'g."-,1;t4seXtecr..?.4-tsluir.k7
,,,,,
24::-.::,,,k.,
- _.--.

-"ti,...c-x7-...zz, ,

5 lust And Found

14 Want To Buy "

FOUND.LADIES watch
In- front of Big K. C411
753-6775 after 5 p. m. azlçl
identify.

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8654.

6 Help Wanted

WANTED TO BUY old
comic books. Good
Prices. Prefer stacks.
Call 753-9829.

WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per. 1000 -stuffing envelopes. Send 25 cents
."pluX stamped, , selfaddressed envelope to:
Terry Lane Enterprises,
P. 0. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.

slaughter trial.
Many 'potential jurors including some of those picked COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring as yours for extra
- admitted during selection
copies. Made from any
last week having thought at
size into any size.
one time or another that Miss
Wallets low as 24 cents,8 •
Longet was guilty of shooting
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
professional skier Vladimir
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
"Spider"Sabich last March 21
753-0035. Free parkingas he dressed for dinner in the
lot, use our rear enbathroom of the chalet they
tunce.
shared here.
However, defense attorneys
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
Charles Weedman and Ronald
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Austin said the" former
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
showgirl can get a fair trial
Street.
Mondayhere, and they did not seek a
change of venue:- --• _Th,uraday-.7
The two chief prosecutors, - Friday dz Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
Dist. Atty. Frank Tucker and
home. Call if needed 753his deputy, Ashley Andeon,
3885. •
said they planned tocall up to
30 witnesses.
FIGURE
SALON,.
Dixieland Centet. Call
for free visit and in753-6881.,

BEETLE BAILEY

0

I, DON H. SPICEI.AND,
as of this date Jan. 5,
1977 am ne. longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own. Don H. Spiceland.

YE OLD Horsetrading
Post and
Auction.
General merchandise
The Sixth Annual Purchase
wholesale and retail.
Area Grain Meeting will be
held in_PaducallatthaToucist- Used furniture, Antiqw
toys, throw rugs, throw
and Convention Center on
pillows, consignments
January 13, 1977, with
taken. Plea market
registration beginning at 9:00
space .available. We
a.m.
buy, sell or horsetrade,
An
excellent
all-day
607 South 4th. Call 436program has been planned by
2575.
the Extension Service and
Agribusiness firms catering to
the west Kentucky farmer.

I COULDN'T FINISH MY
MEAL --- MAY I HAVE
A TIGER BAG ?

Ottat-

1 Legal Not

Grain Meeting
To Be Held
Paducah Center

,s

(THAT'S THE ANIMAL)
TRAINER FROMj
TH E
C I RCUS
•

.1-The plastic bottles will Tint
cause any bigger litter
problem than nonreturnable
glass bottles.
-Large-size . plastic
replacing small-size glass
trades will reduce the number
of containers thrown away.
-There is'little risk of toxic
gas being produced when the
plastic bottles are ipcinerated
as long as there is'sufficient
air.
On the negative side:
-If the plastic bottles
replace refillable containers,
environmental pollution will
increase.
-Factories making plastic
bottles produce more effluent
than those making glass.
-Plastic manufacture
requires petroleum.

TADS

WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many acts
of syrdpathy and kindness extended to us
following the illness and
death of our father and
hUsband, John F. Lee. A
special thanks goes to
the donors of food and
flowers, Rev. Steve
Shepard and Rev. Eura
Mathis for their conwords, the
soling
singers, the pallbearers,
and for all those who
called or expressed
sympathy in any way.
ricnest
May God'§
r
blessings rest upon each
of you.
Mrs. John F. Lee, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Joe Lee,
and Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Lee.

ACCEPTING
APPLICATION for full
time sales personnel
between ages 24'and 46
fur retail store in
downtown Murray.. In
appliing give age, sex,
marital status, namber
of dependants, previotis
experience and two
character references.
Apply in own handwriting to P.O. Box 264,
c-o J. A. R., Murray, Ky.
COIN LAUNDRY attendant. Inquire Boone
Cleaners, 605 Main.
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK
TERPRISE, BOX 21679,
DENVER, CO. '80221.
NIGHT WATCHMANjanitor duties,6 days per
„.
oela43
week. Inquire

$2,000.00 MONTHLY! SPAR ETIME! Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send
selfaddressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 49106.
LOCAL INDUSTRIAL
firm needs a secretary
with at least 2 years
office experience. Good
starting salary. Excellent fringe benefits
including company paid
invrance, pension,
vacation. Send resume
to P. 0. Box 32N,.
Murray. All replies held
in strict confidence.
BABYSITWANTED
TER, 4 small children.
-Occasional nights .and weekends. Must be at
18. -Salary
least
negotiable. Call 753-2683.
- WAITRESSES
WANTED. Full time, experience preferred but
not
necess.ary.
Weekends are a must.
Apply in person only to
Nungry- Bear
Restaurant.
10 Business Opportunity
BUR/ UP
ROOFING
kopek work, new constrrtion
and
reroiifing. Approved
by major roofing
manufacturers. Contact us soon for
economical prices and
quality work.
Call
Klapp Rooging
Co., Inc.
Mayfield, Kentucky
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUrOne acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
FUR, Red Fox, $45.00.
Grey
$30.00.
fox,
Muskrat, $5.00. Mink
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
Deck Antiques. 1725
Parkview, Hopkinsville,
Ky. 502-886-3438.

15 Articles For Sae
WOOD FOR SALE
437-4620.

call

AVAILABLE- NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue.753-6767.

Want To

Buy
Good used beds complete with springs and
mattress, couch and
chair,. Reasonable.
Call 753-5108 after 600
•:in.

GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days, 753-9339,evenings.

CC

WHOLESAbE•
FREE!
JEWELRY CATALOG!,
Exclusive
Designers'
Collection! Bargains
1824,
galore!
Box
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

a

0
-K

HAY FOR SALE. Also
1972 Datsun. Call after
5:00 p. m. 436-2337.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Hickory and oak, any
length different prices.
Call 4374481.
HAVE CEDAR CHEST in
perfect condition. $100.
Call 753-7737 after 4 p.m.
MU
licheea
ST
Impr_o.SE
CaLL VIOLETS.
ouell 434
971:mitt-

-

IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with,Blue
Lustre. Rent- electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Centr._
"
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stoat. Vsqi
treated poles frihrough
20'. Murray Lumber
Co
. 104 -Maple, Murray.

.11=11

,s

FIREWOOD FOR sale,
$15 rick. 50 locust posts.
Call 753-1358 or 753-3047.
SALE + CHAINSAW
chains, Ati" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
'bar,- $10.95.-- Wallin*
Hardware, Paris, Term.

AMANA RADAR RANGE
rnieficwave oven. Model
RR-4DW, 6 months old,
like new. Call 753-7532.
REFRIGERATOR, good
working condition.
White,-$30. Call 753-1222.

ME=
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.\
18 Sewino, Machines
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19. farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for
spring.
AgriProducts has them. Call
753-2958.

5 Lost And Found
LOST TWO DOGS, one
male
white
large
German Shepherd that
answers to name King
and small male Rat
Terrier, white with
brown spots and brown
tail, answers to name
Joe. These dogs are not
wearing Collars as they :
were kept pinned up.
Believed lost in Alin()
area..Please call 7531593.

*,*

300
MASSEy
FERGUSON combine
corn head and grain
table. Call 753-1775.
13-6 CATERPILLAR -good
under carriage, good
tracks and -good engine.
43500. Call 436-5353,

• R ALL YOUR fencing'
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co.,. 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

_

1.
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20 ',,puiN Equipment

2/.Mobile Home Sales
3b Fo; Rent Or lease
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
12
x
70
1974 NEW MOON. FOR LEASE - Building,,
REMINGTON MODEL
870 pump. 1? gauge 3'°'
Two bedrooms, 1 and ;4 '20x 60 on 365 N. 401. Call
FENCE SALES AT
1971 LTD RANCH wagon, WET BASEMENT? We
WILL DO inside or outbaths, all electric,. Call
•
41.
magnum. Call 753-7648
SEAR.S.now. Call Doug
753-5881
o,ne owner, extra clean, • make wet basements,.
side painting and small
after 5 p.m.
753-4548 after 5 p. m.
Taylor at 153-2310 for
$1050. Call 436-2427.
carpentry work. ,Phone
completely
work
dry,
RENT
FOR
- storage or
'
free estimates for your
527-9959.
guaranteed.
Or
Call
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
REMINGTON MODEL 10 x 44 ONE
needs.
1973
CHEYENNE
write Morgan Con-Call 753-4857 days, 753'Ideal for college student
1100 automatic shotgun,
ELECTROLUX SAL _Rs
Chevrblet pickup. 58,000
struction
Route
Co.,
2,
WE LAY RUBBER back
7244 nights.
or lake. At Fox
3" magnum, 30" full
actual miles. Air, power
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
and service. Call Tony-, carpet $1.25 sq. yd.
Work.
with venelated rib, also , Meadows. $2200. Call
Montgomery,
steering and tirakes.
753-6760,
42001. Phone day or
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
guaranteed
753:
.1
year.
Call
6019 or 753-8635, ask
1
dozen carry-lite
day
or
Red and white. Call 753night.
Mgt 442-7026. a
retail store building on
for Ray 4364124 or Bob
for Dan.
magnum Mallard duck
9488 or 753-3144.
436-2415.
south side court square
decoys. Call '753-2316
LAKELAND
CONGLASS REPAIR WORK
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE by owner. -2
STRUCTION backhoe
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247for storm windows and
NEED TREES cut,
bedroom mobile home
1977
CAMARO,
AM
wank in Haywood,
A
,
22. Musical
glass,
Window
doors.
2833.
firesidod, land clearing,
.---ttrIffilIrshed except
stereo. Six cylinder. One
Panorama Shores area.
mirrors, and auto glass
carpenter work or light
stove and refrigerator.
month
old.
Call
767-2550;
38.
White
Pets
rock delivered
Supplies
replacement. M and G
MODEL 28 SMITH and
hauling. Call 753-4707.
Washer & Dryer conanywhere. Call Boss,
Complete Glass,
Wesson 357 magnum
nections in use now. One TWO VERY
1971
FORD
GOOD
LTD
436-2505.
Shopping
Dixieland
and 380 caliber Llama _ large ,12' by 12! storage
DRUMMER NEEDS
Brougham. Excellent
Begles Lineregistered.
,
Center, 753-0180.
automatic. Both in mint
regular job at least 2 or 3
building insulated - and' . $80 for both. Call 753condition.,Ca11753-2565.
PAINTING interior and
condition. Call 753-8670. . hned, one 5 by 8'
nights a week. Ex0561 after 5.
steel
exterior. Texture ceiling
perienced in all fields of
storage shed. All
1968 OLDS CUTLASS, air
"ANN2AAAN CARTER WILL BE LIVINki
GENERAL BACKHOE
four
and sheetrock
.finishing.
Also plays
BEGINNERS GUITAR
ONE MALE Beagle, 2
power brakes, - good
WASHINGT01,
work, white gravel,
nice lbts 100' by 220'.
1. THERE'S A441
.
call. Ralph Worley, 753congas-. Call 527-1872 or
with case. 825.00. Call
- condition. $650. Call 76.7.
years old, A-1 rabbit
bank gravel. Call 436Just 3 minutes away
PEANUTS RIGHT THERE."
07it „
527-2531.
753-9471 after 5:30.
dog. One small female,
4445.
2306.
from lake. 'Excellent
well and septic system; ''Started running, $30.00.
DOZER WORK - small
CONRAD'S PIANOS
Phone.253-7126.
FOR A FREE estimate
-Call-753-5526:00 win.to
49. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR YOUR carpenter
'19'71 'GREMLIN
size Ideal for leveling,
Real
Organs, Kimball' and
on all stump removal.
6:00 p.fn.
work. Call Morris
clean. $1180. Call 436spreading backfilling.
Baldwin, bowery -Story
Contact K and S Stump
FOR SALE registered
Wilson,
753-2988.
2502
or
753-0521.
753-7370
Call
753-7576.
or
TWO ACRES OF land 1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
and Clark. Largest
1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
Removal, 435-4343 or
Walker Hound Dugs. 10
50,000
blacktop
miles.
Almo
on
east
of
$1700.
Call
selection in Western lot in front of East
753-9490.
months old, have started
UPHOLSTERING
1963 FORD customized
753-3185.
road. Call 753-4418.
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Kentucky,
Elementary School. Call
753-142,4,
hunting, Phone 436-5650.
custom and specializing
van, mag wheels, 8
Service.
Residential;'•
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
753-1775. CUSTOM. HAY bailing
in antiquel'.1 Call 753-0493
track stereo. Must see to
mobile home-hookup
Ky.
and custom combining.
197.3 BUICK LE SABRE
' or 753-9232.
appreciate, Call 492and service. Licensed.
43 Real Estate
Call 753-8090.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
custom 4 door sedan.
8441.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.
WILL DRIVE car to
• One owner. 43,400 miles.
23 Exterminating
TWO BEDROOM trailer, • COZY COMFORT is the
Southern Florida. Call
In excellent Condition. 50. Campers
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
TILE - TILE - TILE.
12 x 60, extra clean. Five
word for this attractive
753-6049.
South 12th at Sycamore
$2,700. Call 753-0609.
of electric heat, air
Complete patio and
miles from Murray on
three bedroom brick
Oldest home
condition, appliances,
TELEPHONE 753-1651
1975 DODGE Camper. 21
porches, brit* and tile,
private lot. Couple
veneer home on wooded
CARPET CLEANING
water pumps,, water
owned & operated
Ft. sleeps siX. 12,000
1965 MERCURY. Power,
showers, entrance,
preferred. Callb753-4861.
domer lot in Westwood JUST,'EDUCED! Really
experienced,
very
heaters
and
-wiring.
miles. Call 753-8533
brakes, steering, new.
in Calloway Co..
kitchens. Call J. R.
neat 3 bedroom brick
Subdivision. City water
reasonable rates,
Years experience. Call
5753-5121.
after
days,
Dune
$125.
tires.
Buggy,
Harnilton, 753-8500.
and 2 acres near
TRAILER FOR RENT
and sewer, 2 baths, all
references,
free
436-5676.
289 engine, automatic
Coldwater. Gas and
built-ins in kitchen,
Dills Trailer Court.
estimates. QUIcicdrying:
transmission
.
Best
electric heat, fenced
GUTTERING
central heat and air,
Located at Murray
BY
16' TRAILER, camper. INSLLATION BLOWN
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
in
offer. Headache rack for
backyard, nice hardSEARS, Sears seamless
patio, 2 car garage with
Drive In Theatre enSleeps srx. Call 753-4904.
by
Sears
save
on•these
semi. $50. Call 753-0085.
wood floors. New well
gutters installed per
concrete
double
trance. Call 753-9104 or
HAVING TROUBLE
high heat and cooling
your specifications. Call
pump and recently
driveway. New and
753-1551 nights.
, getting those •srYtall_
bills. Caltpoug„.Taylor
Doesg-Taykir at1534318---- plurribing'job§
..,11111111=1.
--.0141tady. Ifer-, someone-to
_at
'
-rclOne7'gr7"-j'75V23/1r1976'01 IEEP7Titlf
for free estimates.
move right in. You will . Bargain -priced at
Then call 753-6614.
'estimates.
MOBILE 'HOMES and
9407.
$19,900. Call 7.53-8080 or'
FIREWOOD: CUT to
mobile home spaces for- love the up-to-thecome lay_ 105 N. 12th,
order. Also split rail DRIVEWAYS WHITE
minute
-appointments.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Boyd • Majors- Real
Do come and see for
FOR- SALE OR TRADE ' fences. Will deliver. Call
rocked and graded. Free
Phone 753-3914
Call 753-3280.Estate.
evenings 901-247-5569. -•
yourself. GUY SPANN
for' a Chevelle or
estimates. Call Clifford
REALTY,
901
Camaro
a•
1969
Garrison 753-5429.
30 Business Rentals
Sycamore,753-7724.
FOR ALL YOUR inRoadrunner,
383 MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning,
surance or real estate
magnum, 4 speed.
ROY HARMON'S Car100South 13th
- 28 x $0,$8'CHESTNUT - 30• ACRES :OF PRIME
Punched This Week
needs. Call Wilson'
Mags.' -Blue 4th black -.- aluminum awning, and
penter
Shop.
roofs sealed: ...Call
North•Side
Shopping
Insurance and Real
vinyl top. Call 753-5612.
.farm land with two
Professionals. Building,
, evenings, 753-1873, Jack
-Center. Call 753-0425 or
Jim Adams Food liners
Estate, 753-3263. Across
bedroom house just
24. Miscellaneous
remodeling, repairing.
Glover.
753-7527.
from Post Office.
listed. Farm land is, 95
Call 753-4124, South' 4th
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
per cent fenced with
FRUIT TREES, appi.,
Street, next to Drive-1n
cylinder,
_automatic,
33 - ELECTRICAL
woven wire, has tobacco
WIRING
peach, pear and plum.
46 Homes or Sale
1 Want To Rent
Theatre.
ton. Call 435-4113 after6.
base .and tobacco barnborne and industrial,air_
_Standards- -and- dwarfs
equipment shed. This is
conditioning, and LICENSED ELECShirley Garden Center
COUNTRY HOME - 4
WANT TO RENT corn
some of the finest farm
refrigeration, plumbing
has all 'Your favorites,
TRICIAN prorript efbedroom brick on 2,4 1-BIRD, FOUR door 1967
and bean ground for 1977
land in the county and
heating.
and
474500 N.4th. Call 753-8944.
ficient service. NO job
wooded acres. $31,900.
Classic?)
81,000
local.
season. Call 354-6644
has frontage on both-8841 or 753-7201
too small. Call Ernest
Call 753-5747.
Sharp and ready. $1250
3-11 & 11-7--shifts in-Coronary• Care 1.-47ritieal-Careafter 5 p.m. or 753-1440.
Highway 121 North and
CUSTOM MATTRESS
White,753-0605... -Buddy Valentine, 1804
Areas. Salaries comparable to other Medical
Brady Road. Home is
Glover
PAINT?
Let
WHY
made any size for anGreenbrier 753-4981.
Facilities
in area. Excellent fringe. benefit
BY
OWNER
-3
well
bedroom
built,
brick
put
and
Wilson
and
tique beds or campers.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
3. Apartments For Rent
pfogram. Contact Director of Nursing Jennie Stuart
brick home. Just been
frame home with tree
aluminum siding and
Buy direct and save on
TANK and backhoe
Memorial Hospital 502-866-5221 Ext. 609, Hopkindecorated. 1702 College 1954 CHEVY PICKUP.
shaded lot and white
trim on your house. Also
mattresses,
all.
work needs call John
ONE
ROOM
EFseine,
Ky. 42240. Equal Opportunity Employer.
Farm
Road
or
call
plank-fenced
753yard. , Custom painted. Mag
awnings and carports.
Healthopedic or foam.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
FICIENCY. Olive Street
5287,.
Located only 5It miles
wheels. New tires.
:Call 753-1873.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
436-2586.
Apartments. Close to
from Murray. Phone
Rebuilt motor. Needs
1136 South 3rd, Padilcah,
campus. Openings for
KOPPERLD REALTY. TWO'BEDROOM -HOME
It hnikrt ry work„ $874. -Phone1-443-7323.
January. Call ,..Kan
753-1222 for more inCall 753-4174 after 4.
Northwest-of Murray on
Haverstock, at 753-441
formation on this fine
26. TV-Radio
nice shady lot. Fully
753-8618.property. We • at KOPcarpeted,' kitchen,
1970 PONTIAC. A real
PERUD REALTY are
dining room, utility,
LLOYDS 100 WAITS AMsharpie. Call 753-5561.
'working hard to provide
bath,
Rooms
33
and
For
living
Rent
room.
FM 8 track solid state
• the best possible service
Ample storage area plus
stereo, with G. E. tur1972 DATSUN PICKUP.
( Thi, alphabetized page will run week!, - clip it from
to you.
two outdoor storage
ROOMS FOR RENT in
ntable. $125 or best
0•
Excellent
condition.
Call
the paper and sa%e fur hand% reference)
ik
.
e
- buildings. Call 489-2778
the country. Call 436offer. Call 753-4029.
753-5561
HOUSE AND LOT for
'before 8:30 a. m. or after
2510.
sale at 407 N. 3rd. Two
5:30 p. m.
...
C.• B. BASE ,RADIO
bedroom, living room,
Oift gh
1972 DODGF colt. 4 cvl
Titube)± deck inia7,- watts
4
Rent
Houses
For
00
kitchen, bath. Call 75334
IF w
automatic 2 dr 0 t
THREE
NEW
meters; MS119 super
4418.
solid
1,tith
new
BEO-ROOM- home,
-scanner C.. B.- base
-FURNISHED --HOUSE
tO l'hone
tires. $t
central air- arid- heat.
aptenna; 4 channel
IMMEDIATE
available for college
354-6217
$27,000
will consider
mobile scanner and 50'
Fire
Police
POSSESSION on this 3
boys. Call 753-3640 or
614 So. 4th
trading for mobile
753-1363
with ground pole. Call
bedroom,2 bath home at
762-2701.
"
753-1021
753-1441
1966 SCOI 1
4 cyl.
home,•lot, etc. Call 753753-9407.
convenient
location
Hobby, Crafts, Paint and Wallpaper __..straight ,tck, good
3672.
close to shopping areas
body and - runs good.
Open 8-00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
on quiet residential
$450.00 Itify.,e 354-6217.
street. Attractive landNEW TWO BEDROOM
_
Amor
scaping and a large
brick house located on
Free .
RADIO, TRIP/MON & CI
1969-CAMARO,350 cu. in.
workshop make this a
K irkse y. Central heat
Wigh ester
RADIO REPAIR srevicr
Termite
Inspection
automatic.
congood
Murray Calloway
very desirable home to
and air, price $28,000.
• ,Printing
Flies. Roaches,
dition. $1,00(1 Call 753own. Call any of our five
Call 489-2110 or 489-2261.
County Hospital
Silver Fish & Shrubs
9452. r.
Service, Inc.
full-time sales personnelAnderson Het753-5131
Kelley's Termite
for more information on
41.Motorcycles
tric Inc.
this fine home. Priced in
& Pest Control
1972 CHEVROLET 1mtalloway County
We con de Zenith
mid- -30's: KOPPERUD
The open acreage you need. Approx. 126 acres- 100S 13th-St
palla, good . condition,
Warranty Sinter
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Rescue Squad
REALTY, 753-1222.
with almost all open suitable for row crop. Three
Murray. 1‹.50,000 _miles. 41515.00.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Hwy HEast
bedroom home, large barn, corn crib, storage
Call 767-4793.
7
53-6952
9a
102S.
4th
m
thee
m
St.
Toes
,
Wed
and
RECENTLY
Honda 550 four with
shed. Located off Hwy. No.69 South to Paris apMors Sam tolOpm It, and
Mray.Ky.
REDECORATED frame
prox. 5 miles from Tn.-Ky. line. This row crop
windjammer. Call 753Sat nosed San and Mun
1968 V. W. AUTOMATIC
ON
11
Memphis
,
two
Loam
productive
with
2226,
very
bedroom
farm is
house on
•
stick shift Re-built
Soil. Priced at $85,000.80
quiet street suitable for
ELECTRICAL WOUND
engine. Gii-1 condition.
home
or
rental.
Thi,s
is
a
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
, Moody Realty Company
beton, 5, 753-2424,
Call
RESIbENTIAL &
Prompt, dependable
reasonably It priced
Of>
bike. Great Christmas
after 5 753-!c217.
414 Tyson Avenue. Paris, Tenn. 38242 642-5693.
COMMERCIAL
house on good lot. Close
service.
,lt.lgo l‘aol F uf "Our..
Three
Gift. Good price. Call
Quality Service
Eddie Moody, Realtor.
bulldozers to serve
to school and hospital.
'
Installations
&
753-7327.
1969 cOttVETTE
Company
you.
John C. Neubauer,
Service
with
T-top,
customized
753-9790 •
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Crageri rna,'- and side
Commercial, residen- 474-8841 753-7203
otive Service
753-0101 or call 'Brice
pipes.
Call 753Huy 641
24 Hour Service
tial, industrial &
Ratterree, 753-5921.
6 Miles South
5612.
Refrigeration
Anderson Electric
TWO NEW SNOW tires,
We service all branFOR RENT OR SALE: 8
Jerry McCoy,Owner
875 x 16 and
6 ply,
Steven Alexander
MUSTANG AND 1969
S. Fred's Repair
1965
room house, 3 bedrooni,
& Operator
$100. Call 753-3349.
l.
W
Lyons
GMC Call 753-6663.
,central heat and 'air, 4
--' I
The Calloway County Health Department has a
miles from Murray on
vacancy for Social Worker I. Beginninf salary is
Poison
641. Call 753-5618.
$4.15 per hour.
"
Piper
,
Applications are available at the Calloway County
Control
Ranging
Health Department. Requirements for this position
AVAILABLE FOR tin'
k
Center
Couple to live with,1 and core for
, Paintinq .
Mediate possessior this
24 Hour Wrecker Ser
Graduation frorn an accredited four-year college
elderly man in exchande for free rent
brand
new
three
,.
-7588
Neese, erodes, eats, sewer,
or univfrsity with a Bachelor's degree ii1 social
vice
bedroom home on an
killer Ma,CIPacret• Nees wed
and salary.
Mercy
,
. t..
work orsociology; or a closely related field with an
etc
extra large lot can be
753-3134
eqqivalent of 30 semester hours in social work,
Professional
Phone
yours. Spacious kitchen,
sociology, cspsychology.
753-33031
toutlots of closet foom and
. Residences,
, Ambulance
753-1703
Applications‘must be received by the talleway
Merctal. Canv,istog,
tio battfs. John' C.
753V77
18th
802Street
N
Corp.
County .fleatth Department, Murray, Kentucky, on
Bill Houghton, Hie 6,
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
or
Murra)
1301- Chetnut Al urra
or before 4:00 o'clock January 17, 1977.. We are an
Main St., 753-0101 or
Box 60
'equal opportunity e4loyer.
K
k
Linda Drake, 753-0492.
- _
1.
• ea,

AEDROOM.._

1=MINI

/10„, ,,,„ //,,,/ ),„„
Bankroll Card

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

Openings
for R.N.'s

Dial-A-se_ . rvice

.0

S.

Murray Paint and
Hobby- Center

Mr. Farmer

474-8841

-

•

753-5397

753-3914

Bulldozing

753-1959
474-2264

EXAMINATION TO BE HELD TO
FILL A VACANCY IN A LOCAL
HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Hinman's
Rentals

Help Wanted

753-0961

753-2955

•

'

tt•

4...-••••

753-9332 , .

502-492-8837

Taber's Body
Shop

•

753

492-8630

OERRY'S

•

-

•
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Let's Stay Well

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs., Brewington,
Sister Of Local
Persons, Dies

Tom Langston Dies Funeral Services
For Mrs. Glover
At Age 96; Rites
Held This Morning Being Held Today

Too Many Colas?,By F.S.L. Blasingarne. M.D.
Q: Mrs E.G. is concerned that
her children are drinking in°

many colas and she, wonders
whether large cmuitities of cola
won't undermine their health
particularly worried
about caffeine. Her mother
would not permit her children 03
drink coffee until they were
teen-agers because it was
thought that caffeine was
harmful to children.
A: Excessive intake of colas.
caninterfere with the appetites
o(•youngstersand can prevent
them from eating a balanced
diet, especially if the drinks are
takeria short time before meals.
One practical approach is to
have a supply of colas at home
only occasionally, rather than on
a regular basis. Availability in.fluences the amount that is

She is

span

the
of a '
ference
Don't give up on educating
your children i9
How -about sUbstituting frtiit
juices and other beverages with.
out caffeine?

Committee Urgestommission To
Detect And Plan For Problems
,•

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
special government commission should be,,established
to act as an "early warning
system" to detect and plan for
potential national problems,
such as the energy crisis orSoviet grain' deals„
congreasional advisory
committee urged today.
The Advisory Committee on
National Growth Policy
Processes said that while
many Americans fear adAlitional government planning
will _result in more intervention in their lives, the
kind of planning it envisions
should mean less intervention.
It proposed establishment of
a National Growth and
Development ComMission to
serve as "an early warning
system ... deVoted to iden--tifying and exarnining policy
Issues before they surface as
crises in the political arena."
The panel said the government is not nOw planning"in
a systematic fashion," which
makes it. hard to deal with
economic problems.
"If we are to cope successfully with the complex
and interrelated problems of
the late 20th century, it is
imperative that we both
improve the capacity of
government -Ur took into the
future, anticipating problems
instead of merely reacting to
them, and also the ability of

government to think comprehensively when preparing
to make policy choices," it
said.
The conirnittee cited the
1973-1974 energy crisis and the
surprise Soviet grain purchases as examples of events
that had national impact but
were not widely foreseen.
It said tbe proposed commission would not -make
specific
r4comrnendations,
but-won'd explore and propose
various alternatives for
dealing with problems.
"The committee does not
advocate a planned society,"
it said. "We urge that,
America become a planning'
society. In the long run, we
believe that intelligent
planning will actually reduce
burdensome
governmenthl

intervention in matters affecting the private Sector."
It recommended that the
planning commission consist
of nine members appointed by
the president after consultatiOn with Congress and.
subfect to. ...Senate confipmation.
It would be estabished for an
eight-year period, and -the
president and Congress woulll — be required to respond to its
reports, which would_ be issued
on a regular basis.
The advisory, committee
was directed by Congress last
January to study ways the
government can improve its
economic planning.
In addition to establishment
Of tile Tánning commission,
the committee also recommended establishment of a socalled Center for Statistical
Policy and Analysis tO
coordinate statistical „work of
other...government agencies
and to develop an economic
mode'!of the entire nation that
can be used for economic
planning.
It also recommended steps
to strengthen economic and
statistical studies within the
White House and Congress.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Don't Fear an 'Epidemic of
Richard (Grace W.) Glover of
Paralysis'
Hardin Route- One are being
Q Mr. J. Di writes thht he is
the
at
p.m.
one
at
held today
alarmed about the new paralysis
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
that he has heard about since the
Funeral Home with the Rev.
beginning of the swine flu vaccination program. He fears diet
C. C. Brasher and the Rev!--.J.
an epidemic of paralyzing illness
T. Parish officiating and Gus
might be starting.
Robertson, Jr., as soloist.
A: Bad rvws travels fast with
Ray
Pallbearers are
modern mass-media comMcElroy, Jewel Oakley, Rafe
munications, but there exists no
Brooks,Paul Kemp, Pat ROSS,
danger of an epidemic of the
Charlie Jeffrey, and Howard
"paralyzing illness"
This disease- (Guillain-Barre
Hodges. Burial will be in the
syndrome)is not new. It has been
Palestine Cemetery.
present for years and has been
drunk. •
Mrs. Glover, 'age 65, died
Authorities differ as to the regularly observed and manSaturday at 1:50 a.m. at
harm from caffeine "during the aged by physicians. It is a
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
period of brain growth and
relatively rare form of paralysis
the
of
member
She: was a
development" Some believe that and may be caused by a virus.Liberty Baptist Church in
the Food and Drug Acirninistra- - Cases of Guillain-Barre synGraves County. Born May 28, . lion should do nothing, while drome are appearing
others feel that it should prohibit simultaneously to the giving of
1911, in Calloway.-County, she
or significantly reduce the swine flu shots, and the_two,are
was the daughter of the late
amount of caffeine in colas
not necessarily related.
•Sonie Booker and Fannie
Colas are allowed to contain
oculations of the swine flu virus
Hutchens Booker Lee.
up to 0.02 per cent caffeine. This were stopped as a precaution,
Survivors are her husband,. quantity in 6.5 ounces of cola is but may have to be started again
Richard Glover, to whom she
about one-fourth of the caffeine
if an outbreak ofswine flu should
was married April 5, 1931; one - in the-average cup Of coffee or take place later thisflu season. It
is a consolation that the vaccine
sister, Mrs. Roy I Velma ) Lee% one-third that in a cup of tea.
Newborn Admissions '
Excessive amounts of caffeine is available if it is needed.
Dexter Route One; one. •
Baby Boy Colson (mother,
the
jitters,
-can
cause
with interKr thief F).81111T. %nit:Or in
brother, John Booker, Hardin
Virginia) Rt. 1, Hardin.
Route One; two half sisters,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Paul (Opal) Kemp,
Mrs. Sue Lovett, P. 0. Box
Wacren, -Mich., and Mrs.
14, Murray, Mr. Arthur W.
Jewel (Edna) Oakley, Calvert
Kinel,„503 North lst.:Aiiitiay,
City; two half brothers,
Mrs. Linda L. Tabers, R. R. 2,
Wayne Lee, ., Benton.Route
Murray, Carl R. Miller, 713
NUTRITIOUS BEANS
Nine, and-Edison Lee, Calvert
Riley Ct., Murray, Walter D.
NEW YORK (AP) -- The
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. but canceled the remainder of
City; two step sisters, Mrs.
Sagrera, 805 North 19th St., humble bean, long thought of
Lilly Oakley, Kevil, and Mrs. AP) — A mourning Frank his week-long engagement.
Murray, Mrs. Lottie P. as. Poor folks' food, actually
George (Gracey ) Turner, Sinatra stayed sec1uded at his
A family spokesman said
Watson, 1103 Poplar St., -contains more protein than beef
to the Dairy
— -simultaneous rosary servicts
Hardin Route One; one-step estate- liefe-ae-AmMlY mem—
Murray, Miss Debra L. or eggs, according
Metropolitan New
brother, Evin Lee, Dexter bers arranged the funeral of will be held for Mrs. Sinatra
Ralph White of Hazel died
Stillons, R. R. 4 First St., Council of
York.
his 82-year-old mother, killed. Tuesday evening at the St.
Route One.
Saturday at 5:15 p.m. at the
Cadiz, Royce Townsend, R. R.
Beans contain about 22 per
in
the
crash
of
a
private
jet
Murray-Calloway County
Louis Catholic Church in Palm
1, Mayfield, _Mrs. Erma cent protein, compared with 18
Southern
plane-on
California's
Band Boosters Club
Hospital. He was 68 years of
Springs and at the Church of
Wilson, 235 Riviera Cts., per cent in beef and 13 per cent
highest mountain.
age.
t the Good Shepherd in Beverly
Murray,Charles J. Williams, in eggs
Miss Alice Robertson of 1610 141ans Meet Tuesday
•
. Recovery
ecovery teams were o
Hills,
The Hazel man was a Calloway, Marra ,. died
where comedian Danny
___
Box 108, New Concord, Miss ,But since the protein that
at - "Ybre.-ak
irreilifmr-7oFfhe-fraiK-C1—urizrry::-R -134.15 'Yr. . it'llie-------; The 'Murray liTar&
-finel-- Ettulm. '
--sms.--Piairy,--rrw-2,Mardi--Warta ',mill:Mil is irittimpletA
•
up
e steep slopes of
MORGANTOWN, Ky. ( AP )
A funeral service is
in
-- ____,
Of Christ. Born May 28, 1913, in Murray-Calloway County Band Boosters Club will meet c '
Mrs. Wilma S. Collins, R. R. 5, unlike the protein in milk,
--Calloway,
roUnty, he was the Holpitar She was'81 yeait-tif --Ttiesdayi--JannarY 11, at 7:30 snow,cove.txu. Mt. San scheduled for woo_ wed-. —.,„Clusing arguments are
Benton, Mrs.-Viitelf:F. Pat- poultry, meat and eggs, hafts _
with other
..
son of the late Otho White and age.
p.m. at the band room at the Gorgonio to retrieve =the .nesday at the St. Louis expected today in the trial of
terson New Concord, Mrs. must be combined
remains of Natalie 'Doll:," Church, with burial to follow Richard
- foods to get fffeir full benefits.
Vanmeerton,
Marma Duncan White.
school.
thigh
R.
1,
BOa
was
a
Taylor,
R.
woman
Mary
M.
The Murray
and three 'other vic- at Palm Springs Cemetery.
charged with , six counts of
Mr. White is survived by his mewtier of the Locust Grove
,____
All parents and interested .Sinatra
187, Puryear, Tenn., Lnther V.
'
wife, Mrs. Ave Nell Taylor Baptist Church. Born'January persons are urged to attend, a t1111.
Mrs.. Sinatra left here on a second-degree manslaughter
Atkins, R. R. 2, Hazel, c-o Bob
The United States pays about
'
The
wreckage of the jet, its chartered flight to Las Vegas in connection with a western
White, to whom he was 15, 1895, in Calloway County, spokesman said.
R.
Atkins, Finis H. Lowry, R.
.
one-third of the operating ex•--,- '.wings
and tail sheared off by along with an old f- riend, Mrs. Kentucky traffic accident that
married September.6,
-1, Camden, Tenn., Mrs. Edith penses of the United Nations.
she was the daughter of the
'\.
th
e
impact
of
the
crash,
was
Anthony Carboni, and two killed six persons.
two. daughterS:. . Mrs.. Judy. late- Joseph Fuller Robertson
Z. Burnett, R. R. 4, Paris, The second largest contributor
/-1`• spotted Sunday. °Recovery crew members,Donald Weier, The case is expected to go to
Mason and Ars. Martha Nell and Nancy Finley Robertson. Tenn., Mrs. Martha' Willis, is the Soviet Union, which pays.
attempts were hampered by 36, and Jerold Foley, 43, both a Butler County Circuit Court
Culver, Hazel; one son,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray. 14 per cent.
The deceased is survive y /
freezing
„temperatures, of Las Vegas. She planned to jury afterwards.
Jimmy White, Louisville; one two brothers, H. S. Robe
n,)
darkness a4diprbidding Mrs.' wetal
_-= her son's-opening show.
The wik-,--iour children and
sister, Mrs. Mary Frances 1610-Calloway, Murray, -a
_,—A search eam .said it apLavender, Tifton, Ga.; one Elbert Robertson, Pittsburg,
But less than 10 minutes into sister or Hancock County
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)
brother, 'Robert White, Pa • one nephew, Ralph Keeneland begins a two-day peared the four died on irn-„ the half-hour flight the plane Magistrate Buddy Huff were
Oakland, Ky.; seven, grand- Robertson, Murray Route sale of horses of all ages
•
apparently strayed off course killed in the accident, which
PaS
Sinatra has refused to talk
and slammed into the 11,502- occurred July 6 on KY 69 just
'children.
Four; one niece, Mrs. Dur- today, with Bourbon Hills with reporters sincethe pi
The funeral, is being held wood (Freda) Lovett; Murray Farms offering the largest
foot mountain. The jet hit less south of Hawesville. An 11was reported missing Thur- than 200 feet from the top of a year-old girl survived the
today at 1:30 p.m. at the Route Eight.
consignment,26 head.'
sday
night as he opened -at ridge.
crash.
chapel of the—Miller Funeral
.
Sales Director Williams
Funeral services will be
Classes Begin Wiled Ian. 17, 1977
The trial was moved to
Home, - Hazel, with Bro. held Tuesday at one p.m. at Evans said his staff cataloged Caesars Palace Hotel. He
Federal
Aviation
RES 132 — Mask Real Estate
shows after Administration officials said Butler County because of preRobert Usrey -officiating.
Sec. 1. — Tuesday & Thursday,8 to 9:15 a.m. Room 307, Busineas
the chapel of the Max Chur- 701 lots 'for the auction,-the - played two
disappearance,
the
learning
of
Building.
-Serving as pallbearers are 'chill Funeral Home with the first of four thoroughred sales
the normal flight pattern was trial publicity.
Sec.2— Thursday,6 to9 p.m. ROOft)404, Business Building.
Testimony during the trial
Floyd Barrow, Ira Taylor, Bill Rev. Charles M. Morris of- scheduled here in 1977.
45 miles from the peak, but the
RES 134 — Real Estate Market.,
jet for some reason never Focused on which side of the
Jones, Joe Thompson, - Ed- ficiating. Burial will be in the
Sessions will start today and
Wednesday,6 to 9 p.m. Room 404, Busin▪▪
ess Building.
ward Fitts, Junior-Ealey, Joe Murray City Cemetery.
made a crucial turn away.
road Vanmeerton's truck was
Tuesday at 11 a.m.
RES226
titans Roams
Thursday,6 to 9 p.m. Room 154,Education Building.
Booker Adams, and John
"The bodies were pretty at the moment of collision.
Font of the 20 leading sires
Friends may call at the
(Continued
RES 240 — Reel hire Law
Kentucky _Stott.tePoliceznen Morgan.Burial will-be in the -funeral home- after six p.m. -in-progeny.earnings last year
. from
. _ Page 1) well disniember42 said__&an
Monday,6 to 9 p.m. Room 154, Education Building.
Dry Ridge: Temperature 21. Bernardino Coiinty Sheriff and the collison's lone surPuryear, Tenn., Cemetery. today ( Monday).
— Exclusive Native, Dr.
RES 538 — Roof Estate Vairaption
Fager, Crimson Satan and Accumulation nine to ten Frank Bland. "There were no vivor, Tina Edge, testified
Tuesday,6 to 9 p.m. Room 406, Business Building
that Vanmeerton's truck was
Creme dela Creme — are inches, -receiving heavy signs of life ..."
bodies
were
found
snowfall
Parts
of
and
gusty
wip,ds.
on the wrong side of the road
represented by a broadmare
Major roads - driv,ing lane in and around the debris, -he at the time of the crash.
carrying his foal.
41,
of
Vanmeerton,
There also is a mare in foal passable but, all are snow said, and pieces of clothing
to Raja Baba,-sire of Royal covered. Secondary roads were strewn in trees around Jasonville, Ind., said his truck
was to the right of hcs lane.
Ski, one of the nation's snow and ice covered and the crash site.
By Kenoy_Imes
Hopes had dimmed as
outstanding 2-year-olds of almost impassable due to
Students may register for the course at the first scheduled class
searchers spent nearly three
drifts.
1976.
meetintor during regular University registration. The fee for each
Frankfort: Temperature 15. days scanning the snows of
course Is $54, payable at time of registration. All courses are three
Among
the
yearlings
up
for
Did you ever put something in the wrong place and
hours of credit,and all, with exception of FtES 132, Basic Real Estate,
sale are sons and-or daughters Accumulation eight to nine Mt. San Gorgonio for signs of Prices of stock of local interest at noon
meet the 30-clock hours of classroom instruction required by KELS
wonder where it was? Of course you have. We all have.
the
tiny
white
jet.
When
the
EDT,
today,
furnished
to
the
Ledger
&
inches,
gusty
winds
causing
324.010.
of Gallant Romeo and Cornish
Sometimes when the thing shows-up, we ask the silly
of
— _
ib-Y-F
as
irst
a
a
o
;
f
s
1
dichlgan.
.
CorPgrim
—diSrtvery
was
made,
i
p
,'IT
re
rs
a
Prince, both among the 20 drifts. Major roads have
-clue-Ittimi,_"How did it getthere?" We know the answer.
family
said
aSinftra
B
land
driving
lane
passable,
For Additional Information Contact leading sires last year.
It got there because we put it there.
uric
eubleincr
scdorp
secondary roads are all but spokesman told him, "They Zc
53 unc
Similar reasoning can apply, in a way, to religion.
RUSSELL
expected it."
. 7 unc
PonderOsa Systems. .
impassable due to ctrifts.
People put God in the Wrong place. It may sound
414 -Sy
aral
:
ek
11rlbetY
Mrs. Sinatra was born in 1(i
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Richmond: Temperature 27.
59../ unc
peculiar, but we can put God in the right place. It can
Kentucky Reat Estate Commission Chairholder
29-N -L4
Subscribers also have not
Accumulation seven to eight Genoa, Italy,-a stonegrinder's W.R. Grace
even be said we can put God in His place, if we want to.
texicGeneraol
273
.
daughter.
She
came
to
inches,
heavY
received
their
snow
home-delivered
with gusty
And this is said without smart alecky semantics.
Elec
"54
124
. -.1
winds. All roads snow America as a young girl, GAF Corp
copy of The klurrwy Ledger &
We know God is in Heaven. But he is elsewhere too.
....
Georgia
Pacific
353/ unc
Phone 753-9734 or 762-2094
covered, secondaries almost settling in Hoboken, N.J. She
Instead of placing Him in that uncharted area "wayup
Time; by 5:30 p. iii. Monday28'2 +3
.
married Anthony Martin jun waiters
36./ -32
impassable.
there," why don't we put Him where we can find Hirt
Friday Of by 3:30 p. m. on SatyrMurray, Kentucky
183
.MC
Kirschall the time? We go to HIS house of worship on Sunday
London: Temperature 26: Sinatra and was 20 when Disney
days are urged to call 753-1916
443
/
4
ancis Albert was born.
Franklin Mint
-3
.
and then return to OUR home. Why not bring Him
Accumulation four to five
between 5:301.m. and 6 p. m.,
along home with us? When we put Him in our home,
inches,
gusty
winds
and
snow
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p. at.
where 4nost of us need Him most, we always know
mixed with rain. Major roads
and 4 p. m. Saturdays, to insure
where He is..'
passable
but. now, covered.
1 Group
deliver), of the newspaper. Calls
Secondaries are drifting and
must be placed by hp. m. weekJ. H. Churchill Funeral Home
3 Piece
barely passable.
days or 4 p. m. Saturdays to
201 South 3rd
Morehead: Temperature 30.
guarantee delivery.
7,53-2411
Accumulation six inches with
411.111MINE11111111•111=1111.914
. gusty winds, freezing rain.
Major roads passable but very
Damaged in Shipment $20000
slick, secondaries almost
impassable due to drifting
As Much As
Off Retail Price
snow.
Hazard: Accumulation four
to five inches. Freezing rain.
do ma
Major --- roads passable,
As LowAs$39
- secondary roads barely
7:1)()
1 Group
passable.
Harlan: Temperature 38.
Freezing rain and gusty
winds. Roads in slushy condition with icy spots, veryl
slick.
As Low As
Ashland: Temperature 34.
As Low As
Freezing rain ) mixed with '
snow and gusty winds, acv- Barbecue Ribs
Salad Bar
cumulation eight inches.
Major roads have driving lane
Barbecue Chicken
Best Steaks in Town
passable, secondaries almost
irnpassable'' due to slush and
icy spoir.
11
dlwit
4(11 • If Week • 11. fff. /118 11. Iff. (i11%,',!.SfIfffillIN.
If ill
- PikeViffe: Temperature 35.
IP111'1,
. I
11. Iff.
Accumulation three inches.
Allroat;
' snow covered. Major
Court Square
roads
753-8676
ssable, secondaries
very shin and hazardous.
,
Word has been received of
Tom Langston, former
the death of Mrs. Margaret resident of Hazel, died
Brewington, age 74, sister of Saturday at seven a.m. at the
A. A. f Red) Doherty and Mrs. Murray-Calloway County
0,... T. (Mabel) Davis of Hospital. He was 96 years of
Murray Route One, who died age and had made his home
this morning about two o'clock with his son, Brent gingston,
at• a hospital in Montgomery; -for the past thirty years.
Ala
Mr. Langston was a
Mrs. Brewington was the member of the South Pleasant
v,ife of William Henry Grove United Methodist
Brewington who died April 24, Church. His wife, Mrs: Blanch
1976. She was a member of the Erwin Langston, died in 1944.
United, Methodist .,Church at Born October 24, 1880, ,in
Cave City where she resided Calloway County, he was the
until her husband's death.
son of the late John Calhoun
The deceased was born May Langston...and Elphie Dalton
10.1902. in Warren County and Langston.
was. the daughtec_ of The late
_Survivors include.. one
Albert 0. Doherty and Mary daughter, Mrs. Tommie
Mkinson Doherty.
Austin of Lakeland, Fla.; one
She, is survived by one son, Brent Langston, one
- daughter, - Mrs. Wendell sister, 'Mrs. Myrtle Madrey,
( Henrietta) „Jewel .of Mon- and one brother, Ft'. D.
tgomery, Ala.,one sister, Mrs. Langston, all of Murray; six
Davis, and one brother, A. A. grandchildren; eighteen great
'Doherty, Murray Route One; grandchildren r 44wo great
seven grandchildren': four - great grandchildren.
great grandchildren.
The funeral was field this
The body is being tran- morning at ten o'clock at the
sferred to the Hunt's Funeral chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, at Cave City, but. Rome of Hazel with the Rev;
funeral
and'
burial Paul Dailey officiating.
arrangements are incomplete.
Pallbearers were James
Baker, Bart Rodriegues, Billy
Pool, Gene Schrader, Emmett
Madrey, and Jack Coffee.
Burial was in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
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Odd

• Due to weather condilions
Ill!! not he open toda.‘(Jan. 10) but will
best to open at
Tue.. Jan. 11

... Featuring...

Full Size
Beds
95

Twin Size Beds
$2995

Bedroom Suits

Bunk Be

$5995

Murray Furniture Kart

309 North 16th

CARRY OUT SERVICE

